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This thesis analyzes the environmental compatibility and
the potential performance capabilities of two proposed types
of vertical flight capable aircraft in an aircraft carrier
Anti-Submarine role. The aircraft compared are the CV
helicopter (SH-50F) and an ASW variant of the Joint Services
Advanced Vertical Lift (JVX) tilt-rotor aircraft. This
thesis compares their adaptability and relative expected
mission effectiveness by analyzing their physical dimensions
and characteristics and their projected flight performance
parameters. Their expected performance in a specific
scenario, an ASW pouncer mission employing active dipping
sonar, is analyzed using a simulation model.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A major threat to an aircraft carrier battle group
(CVBG) is an attack by a submarine. A submarine may attack
with either or both torpedos and cruise missiles, depending
upon its configuration. While many outer layer defenses
exist and are highly effective in countering approaching
submarines, submarines may and sometimes do approach close
enough to pose a cruise missile threat, and they may even
penetrate close enough to pose a torpedo attack threat. The
airborne deterrent closest to the high value unit is
currently the SH-3H Sea King which is a carrier-based anti-
submarine helicopter. The SH-3H is tasked with anti-
submarine warfare (ASW) in the carrier inner zone. The
carrier inner zone is normally considered to be the area
within fifty nautical miles.
Passive acoustics is an ideal method of detecting
submarines, as a submarine may be detected without being
alerted. However, the effectiveness of passive acoustics is
seriously degraded in conditions of high ambient noise
levels. The noise level in the water is increased by
surface shipping traffic, and is particularly high in the
area of an aircraft carrier battle group. Active dipping
sonar, deployed by a hover capable aircraft has proven to be
an extremely effective and reliable sensor in this
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environment. This sensor enables an aircraft to search for,
detect, localize, and quickly attack an enemy submarine.
Variants of the SH-3 have been in active service in
carrier battle groups for over two decades, and have
undergone numerous airframe and mission equipment
modifications and improvements, including an onboard
sonobuoy information processing capability. In addition to
sonobuoys and dipping sonar, its ASW mission suite includes
a magnetic anomoly detection (MAD) system and two MK-46
torpedos. While the SH-3H is a potent weapons system which
can bring a variety of sensors and weapons to bear against
an enemy submarine, the reduced availability of airframes
due to attrition and the age of the aircraft has resulted in
increased maintenance requirements and reduced mission
reliability.
Because of the limited useful life remaining for the
SH-3H Sea King, a replacement or follow-on aircraft is
needed. A dipping-sonar-equipped version of the Sikorsky-
built SH-60B Sea Hawk, currently in service in the
Helicopter Anti-Submarine Light (HSL) community has been
chosen as the replacement aircraft. It is anticipated that
this CV helicopter will be designated the SH-60F.
Another aircraft, an ASW configured version of the
Joint Services Advanced Vertical Lift (JVX) tilt-rotor
aircraft, currently being developed jointly by th i Bell and
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Boeing Corporations for potential Marine Corps applications,
has been proposed as a possible candidate for the carrier
ASW mission. The tilt-rotor configuration of the JVX
enables it to enjoy many of the characteristics of both
helicopters and airplanes. It can take off and land either
vertically or with a short roll with the prop-rotors tilted
slightly forward. Taking off with a short roll allows the
JVX to increase its maximum gross takeoff weight, enabling
it to carry more fuel and thus improve its on station time
and range. Once in flight, the prop-rotors can be tilted
full forward and the aircraft can accelerate to
approximately 275 knots. The maximum forward airspeed of
the SH-60 is 180 knots.
Because of its unique vertical flight capability, the
current carrier based helicopter has been routinely tasked
with other missions as well as ASW. These secondary but
critical missions include search and rescue, utility, and
logistic support. It is an excellent platform for these
missions because of its compatibility for landing or
vertical flight operations and refueling with the majority
of ships in the fleet.
Since the aircraft carrier outer layer ASW defenses such
as the land based P-3C Orion maritime patrol aircraft, the
S-3 Viking carrier based long range ASW aircraft, and ASW
designated surface ships are utilized to detect submarines
as far away from the carrier as possible, the carrier-based
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helicopter with its rapid localization and attack capability
is frequently utilized in a reactionary or pouncer mode.
The dipping sonar equipped aircraft may respond to contacts
generated by remote sources either from an airborne or an
on-deck five minute alert status. Once the dipping sonar
aircraft arrives on station, the platform which initially
gained and reported a contact may be relieved and freed to
search other areas.
This thesis investigates and compares the feasibility
and expected effectiveness of the CV helicopter and the JVX
in the carrier ASW environment, and specifically in a
pouncer role. In order to compare these two distinct
aircraft designs, their physical and flight performance
characteristics are analyzed to determine their adaptability
and relative expected performance for the projected
operating environment. The aircraft characteristics and
factors which are considered crucial for a vertical flight
capable aircraft in the aircraft carrier ASW environment are
speed, on-station time, carrier flight deck compatibility,
compatibility with ships other than aircraft carriers, and
feasibility for secondary missions. These elements are
compared in Chapter II.
A model which simulates an ASW pouncer mission is
constructed and executed for both aircraft types. The
purpose of the model is to evaluate the significance of the
12
speed differential between the aircraft with respect to
detection probability. Both one aircraft searching and two
aircraft searching scenarios are modeled. The model and
results are described in Chapter III. Conclusions and
recommendations for further study are contained in Chapter IV.
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II. COMPARISON OF THE AIRCRAFT IN THE PROJECTED
OPERATING ENVIRONMENT
For an aircraft to be an acceptable and productive
component of an aircraft carrier air wing, it must be
compatible in the carrier operating environment and be able
to perform its designated mission. In order to compare the
CV helicopter and the JVX, several mission areas and
aircraft characteristics are investigated and analyzed. The
factors which are considered of primary interest are
compatibility in the aircraft carrier flight deck
environment, compatibility with ships other than aircraft
carriers, aircraft time on-station, and the aircrafts'
potential for the secondary mission of Search and Rescue
(SAR)
.
A. AIRCRAFT CARRIER FLIGHT DECK ENVIRONMENT
1 . Deck Spotting
For an aircraft to be a feasible component of an
aircraft carrier airwing it must be compatible with the
carrier flight deck. A crucial factor of flight deck
compatibility is the quantity of space which the aircraft
occupies both while taking off and landing, and while
stowed. The size of the flight deck is a limiting
constraint in the number of aircraft which can be deployed.
All aircraft which routinely embark in aircraft carriers
14
are configured with blade or wing fold systems so that they
will take up less space while not operating. Both the CV
helicopter and the JVX are equipped with fold systems.
The two aircraft differ considerably with respect to
size, both in the operating or spread configuration and in
the folded configuration. The dimensions of each aircraft
and their corresponding square footage appear in Figure 2-1.
The dimensions of the current carrier ASW helicopter, the
SH-3H Sea King are also included for purposes of comparison.
All dimensions represent the largest sections of the
aircraft. The square footage is obtained by multiplying the
aircraft's length by its width. This is essentially the
area of a rectangle drawn around each aircraft at it widest
and longest points.
With both aircraft folded, the ratio of the square
footage of the JVX to the CV helicopter is 2.25. The ratio
of the area occupied by the JVX to the area occupied by the
current carrier helicopter is 1.28. The ratio of the area
occupied by the CV helicopter to the current carrier
helicopter is 0.57, representing a significant decrease.
With the aircraft in the spread or operating
configuration, the differences are not as great. The ratio
of the area of the JVX to the CV helicopter is 1.39 and to
the current carrier helicopter is 1.07. The ratio of the
area occupied by the CV helicopter to the SH-3H is 0.77.
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Folded Configuration
CV Helicopter JVX SH-3H
Length 40.92 57.33 47.25
Width 10.70 17.20 16.33
Height 13.25 17.65 16.17
Area Folded 437.84 986.08 771.59
(square feet)
JVX Area = 2.25 JVX Area = 1.28
CV Helicopter Area SH-3H Area
Spread (operating) Configuration
Length 64.83 57.33 72.89
Width 53.67 84.50 62.00
Height 17.00 21.60 17.17
Area Operating 3479.43 4844.39 4519.18
JVX Area = 1.39 JVX Area = 1.07
CV Helicopter SH-3H Area
Figure 2-1 Aircraft Dimensions
(units in feet)
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When aircraft are positioned on the flight deck in
the most compact way to maximize the number of aircraft
which can be deployed, the shapes of the aircraft are
considered. Aircraft can be parked in such a way that they
are closer to each other than the boundary of a rectangle
drawn at the greatest length and width of the aircraft. The
square footage calculations above are for purposes of
comparison only. The factor used to determine the effective
space occupied by an aircraft on a carrier flight deck is
its contribution to the carrier's deck multiple, or the
aircraft's spot factor. It is a means of determining how
many aircraft can be placed in an area of given size with
optimal positioning. The A-7 Corsair is used as a reference
and has a spot factor of 1.0. The spot factors of all
embarked aircraft are aggregated and this numerical value is
applied to the density of the particular aircraft carrier
and a deck multiple is derived. This deck multiple
determines the quantity and mix of aircraft which can be
deployed on an aircraft carrier. The allowable deck
multiple varies between aircraft carriers. The SH-3H has a
spot factor of 0.8. The CV helicopter will have a spot
factor of 0.60, and although the spot factor of the JVX is
not yet determined, it is estimated to be approximately
1.30. These spot factors indicate that with respect to
required deck space, the CV helicopter would be an
improvement over the SH-3H and the JVX would contribute more
17
to carrier deck multiple than the current carrier
helicopter. The spot factor of the JVX is approximately
twice that of the CV helicopter.
2. W ind Limitations
An important factor which affects flight deck
compatibility is aircraft wind limitations for taking off
and landing. The JVX has a major advantage over the CV
helicopter in this respect. A conventional helicopter,
which is configured with a single main rotor and a single
tail rotor, must take off and land into the wind. This is
particularly critical while operating under conditions of
high gross weights, high ambient temperatures, and high
density altitudes. This restriction frequently requires
that the aircraft carrier adjust its course and speed to
place the relative flight deck winds within a prescribed
envelope of direction and magnitude. When the aircraft
carrier cannot maneuver, either for safety reasons or for a
need to maintain a track, the launch of a helicopter may be
delayed, or the helicopter may have to be repositioned on
the deck. The counter- rotating prop-rotors of the JVX
enable it to enjoy significantly less stringent wind
limitations. The relative wind usually must be within
forty-five degrees either side of the nose for a
conventional helicopter. The relative wind for the JVX
could probably extend out to at least ninety degrees either
18
side of the nose. These direction envelopes are dependent
upon the magnitude of the wind vector.
3. Safety
One of the major safety considerations associated
with the flight deck of an aircraft carrier is the danger of
ground crew personnel inadvertently encountering propeller
or rotor blades. The close proximity of operating aircraft
and the numerous evolutions which occur simultaneously on a
carrier flight deck subject ground crew personnel to many
hazards. The tail rotor of a conventional helicopter posess
a threat while it is in motion. The JVX does not have a
tail rotor and therefore would not pose as great a threat to
ground crewmembers. The main rotor systems of the CV
helicopter and the JVX are high enough above the ground that
they will not endanger ground crewmembers under normal
conditions. The main rotor system of the CV helicopter may
droop down to approximately 7.5 feet above the ground in
front of the aircraft. The plane of each rotor system of
the JVX is approximately twenty-one feet above the ground
with the rotors turning. Extreme wind gusts may cause the
main rotor blades of a conventional helicopter to dip down
far enough as to endanger ground crew personnel. The
rigidity and length of the JVX's blades would prevent them
from dipping down far enough to be dangerous.
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B. COMPATIBILITY WITH SHIPS OTHER THAN AIRCRAFT CARRIERS
The vertical flight capability of both aircraft types
enable them to operate from and with numerous ship types in
addition to aircraft carriers. This capability enhances
their operational effectiveness and increases their margin
of safety as there are more emergency landing sites
available. Additionally, it provides more options in the
area of command and control. If an aircraft carrier's
flight deck is unavailable for landing or refueling due to
other operations or a flight deck emergency, the vertical
flight capable aircraft can refuel aboard or conduct
Helicopter In-Flight Refueling (HIFR) operations with ships
other than aircraft carriers. This option also facilitates
temporary stationing of the inner zone ASW aircraft on
escort ships to suit the tactical situation. Of paramount
benefit is the potential lengthening of on-station time by
the elimination of the need to return to the aircraft
carrier to refuel.
1. Landing Compatibility
The factors which determine an aircraft's ability to
land on a surface ship are its size, weight, and rotor
diameter. The size of the landing area along with
superstructure and obstacle placement and weight limitations
of the host ship also dictate which types of aircraft can
land. Currently the SH-3H Sea King can land on most U.S.
fleet ships of deck size down to and including DD-963
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Spruance class destroyers. The CV helicopter will be
required to be compatible for take-off, landing, and
stationing on all ships for which the SH-3H is currently
compatible. Also it will be required to be compatible with
all CV-41 and subsequent aircraft carriers, as well as all
LAMPS MK III capable ships. It will be required to perform
these functions on the FFG and CG ship types on which the
SH-3H cannot land or can land with restrictions. The JVX
aircraft is projected to be able to land on most ship types.
Because of its much larger size, for obstacle clearance the
JVX will face directly forward in its final landing
position. Conventional helicopters land at a forty-five
degree angle to the ship's heading. The JVX in this
environment has an advantage of being less restricted by
wind limitations because of its twin counter-rotating prop-
rotors. The CV helicopter with a single main rotor and tail
rotor configuration is restricted to landing within a
prescribed wind envelope which generally requires
maneuvering of the host ship. A disadvantage of the direct
stern landing by the JVX is a reduced waveoff capability in
the event of a single or dual engine failure on final
approach or in close proximity to the ship. This type of
approach will also place the aircraft in a flight regime
where sections of the prop-rotor system will be in ground
effect and other sections will be out of ground effect.
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Theoretical aerodynamic principles infer that this
dissymmetry of lift may result in control problems in some
aircraft types, however flight tests of the XV-15, a tilt-
rotor predecessor to the JVX have not indicated any control
problems in this environment. While this type of landing
allows the JVX to fit on most ship decks with adequate
obstacle clearance, its much larger weight precludes its
landing on several ship types due to their inadequate deck
strengths. A landing weight above 32,000 pounds and a
vertical take off weight above 41,000 pounds is beyond the
capacity of the FFG-7 , AOE-1, AE-26, and AFS-1 ship classes.
2. In-Flight Refueling Capability
While landing to refuel is the preferred method,
when landing is not possible due to aircraft or ship size or
if high sea states or wind conditions render landing a
dangerous alternative, the SH-3H can refuel in flight from
virtually all but a few ships in the fleet. Ships are
generally ready to conduct HIFR operations on relatively
short notice and usually within twenty minutes. These
options and capabilities are routinely exploited.
The evolution of refueling a hovering aircraft from
a surface ship is routine in nature and does not employ any
sophisticated equipment. The aircraft descends to
approximately fifteen feet over the deck and lowers a hoist
onto which crewmembers on the ship attach a fuel line.
Aircrew members in turn raise the fuel line and nozzle and
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connect it to the aircraft's fuel cell input port located
within the aircraft. Once the connection is made the
aircraft slides horozontally clear of the ship and descends
to a position approximately level with the flight deck to
optimize the pumping conditions. The fuel line on the ship
is handled manually by deck hands.
An inherent problem with this procedure is that the
aircraft remains airborne in a high fuel consumption flight
regime. This increases the time necessary to obtain the
desired quantity of fuel, as fuel is being consumed
simultaneously with refueling. If the host ship is unable
to pump fuel at a rate significantly above the aircraft's
consumption rate the evolution can be long or perhaps even
fruitless. The rate at which ships can transfer fuel
depends on the type and condition of their pumping
equipment, and this varies from ship to ship. Generally the
fuel pump rate is approximately 30 gallons per minute for
most ship types.
Since the refueling aircraft is unable to contribute
to the tactical situation and the HIFR procedure is
fatiguing to both the aircrew and ship deck personnel, as
short an evolution as possible is desired. The time
required to HIFR as a function of net hours of fuel received
for both aircraft types is displayed in Figure 2-2. The
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Figure 2-2 Time Required to HIFR
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required in the HIFR position to obtain one hour of cruise
speed fuel is equal to the amount of fuel required for one
hour of flight at cruise speed divided by the net rate at
which fuel is taken aboard. The net rate at which fuel is
taken aboard is equal to the ship's pumping rate minus the
rate at which the aircraft consumes fuel while hovering in
the HIFR position. The calculations were performed using
the following parameters with appropriate unit conversions.
JP-5 aircraft fuel weighs 6.8 pounds per gallon. The CV
helicopter consumes fuel at cruise speed and in a hover at
the rates of 800 pounds per hour and 1100 pounds per hour
respectively. The JVX consumes fuel at cruise speed and in
a hover at the rates of 2700 pounds per hour and 3400 pounds
per hour respectively. These consumption rates are for
standard atmospheric conditions at sea level.
This illustration indicates that the JVX would have
to remain in the HIFR position for approximately eighteen
minutes for each additional hour of fuel obtained. HIFR
times in excess of ten minutes for each additional hour of
fuel obtained is considered unreasonable by current fleet
standards and negates the advantage of the HIFR option. In
order for the JVX HIFR procedure to be feasible the ship
pumps would have to be upgraded. A pump rate of
approximately ninety-five gallons per minute would be
necessary for the JVX's HIFR time to be comparable to the CV
helicopter's HIFR time at the current pumping rate of
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approximately thirty gallons per minute. Because of the
relatively high speed of the JVX it may be more prudent for
it to return to the aircraft carrier to refuel if a landing
capable ship was not available, or if the ship's fuel
pumping rate was insufficient. At a distance of fifty
nautical miles, the JVX could transit to the aircraft
carrier in approximately twelve minutes at its maximum speed
of 275 knots. However a rapid turnaround is unlikely on an
aircraft carrier if other flight operations are being
conducted. The CV helicopter's HIFR refueling system will
be required to be able to receive fuel at pump rates of up
to one hundred gallons per minute. Figure 2-2 also depicts
the same relationships between the aircraft in the event
that ship pumps are upgraded to pump at one hundred gallons
per minute. While the JVX would still have to remain in the
HIFR position about three times as long as the CV
helicopter, the time required for each additional hour of
fuel obtained is less by a factor greater than four than the
time required at a thirty gallons per minute pump rate. A
period of between four and five minutes for each hour of
fuel obtained is very reasonable, and makes the HIFR option
feasible and beneficial.
C. ON-STATION TIME
The time that an aircraft can remain on-station impacts
heavily on many considerations in aircraft carrier battle
26
group tactical and logistical planning. The length of a
cycle in aircraft carrier normal peacetime cyclic time
operation, that is the time between scheduled launches, is
primarily driven by the on-station times of the embarked
tactical aircraft. The length of a cycle for currently
configured airwings is one hour and forty-five minutes. The
recovery of airborne aircraft immediately follows the launch
of the next cycle aircraft. Current carrier ASW aircraft,
the S-3A Viking and the SH-3H Sea King, have sufficient on-
station times to enable them to remain airborne for two
cycles which alleviates flight deck congestion. Tactical
effectiveness increases with on-station time in an ASW
environment. The ASW mission often requires that large
areas be covered. On-station time is most crucial during
the prosecution phase of an ASW problem. If an aircraft
must leave station before a relieving aircraft arrives, the
submarine could be allowed to escape further detection. On-
station time is also an important factor in a Search and
Rescue scenario, particularly if a large area must be
searched.
An aircraft's on-station time is primarily dependent
upon the quantity of fuel it can carry, the rate at which
fuel is consumed, and the distance to station. The nature
of the mission, which dictates flight profiles, also
influences the time available on-station, as fuel
27
consumption rates vary with flight regimes. With vertical
flight capable aircraft, hovering is a complex phenomenon,
which is achieved through the interaction of many opposing
aerodynamic forces. This results in high power requirements
and reduced efficiency.
In order to compare the JVX and the CV helicopter with
respect to potential on-station time, a scenario was
developed. This scenario is an ASW mission where the
aircraft launches from an aircraft carrier with a full fuel
load, and proceeds to an ASW datum at its respective cruise
speed. Once on-station, the aircraft conducts an ASW search
by deploying a dipping sonar from a hovering position. If
no detection is made in a search position, the aircraft
retrieves the dipping sonar and transits to the next
position of a systematic search pattern. Upon expiration of
the aircraft's available on-station time, it returns to the
aircraft carrier at cruise speed and lands.
With the intent of evaluating these two aircraft types
with respect to potential on-station time, and in light of
the search technique, it is considered that fifty percent of
the time on-station will be spent hovering and fifty percent
in forward flight at normal cruise speed. These proportions
are generally accepted standards and are applied in aircraft
requirement specifications.
Since many of the projected parameters of the JVX are
based on prelimimary designs and experimental data involving
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different organizations, there is a degree of variation.
Estimates of the quantity of useful fuel which can be
carried internally in the JVX vary from 10,920 pounds to
12,200 pounds. The JVX is also projected to be able to
carry fuel externally at the expense of external loads such
as torpedos. With two sponsor stations mounted, it is
possible to carry two torpedos and one 400 gallon fuel tank.
This 400 gallon fuel tank corresponds to an increase of 2720
pounds of fuel or approximately one hour of fuel at cruise
speed. The average hover fuel consumption rate is projected
to be 3400 pounds per hour with the current design. Fuel
consumption at cruise speed is also a function of aircraft
weight and decreases as aircraft weight decreases during a
mission as fuel is consumed. The average cruise fuel
consumption rate is projected to be at 2700 pounds per hour.
The factors which effect on-station time for the CV
helicopter are not as variable as with the JVX, as it is a
derivative of a thoroughly flight-tested aircraft. The
dipping sonar version of the SH-60B is basically the same
aircraft with alterations to its airframe and avionics. There
are no changes with respect to its power-plant or rotor
system configurations. The fuel capacity of the CV
helicopter is 4000 pounds. Its hover cruise fuel
consumption is 1100 pounds per hour and its average cruise
fuel consumption is 800 pounds per hour.
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Because of the variablility of the projected fuel
parameters of the JVX, on-station times were evaluated for
four variations of its fuel capacity and consumption rates,
along with one case for the CV helicopter, for distances to
station out to 150 nautical miles. This is depicted in
Figure 2-3. Four cases of the JVX parameters were evaluated
to facilitate a graphical sensitivity analysis. That is, to
determine how important certain parameters are to on-station
time. In all four cases of the JVX parameters analyzed, the
average cruise fuel consumption rate is fixed at 2700 pounds
per hour. This is the least variable of the projected
aircraft characteristics.
Aircraft fuel consumption rates, both while hovering and
in cruise flight, are dependent upon aircraft power
requirements. These power requirements are influenced by
environmental conditions such as wind and temperature, and
aircraft conditions such as weight and flight profile. The
most critical factor is aircraft weight. As an aircraft
becomes lighter during the course of the flight, its
power requirements, and subsequently its fuel consumption
rates decrease. For the purpose of the comparisons
illustrated in Figure 2-3, the fuel consumption rates are
considered to be average rates over the duration of a
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Case 1. Fuel Capacity 12000 pounds
Hover Fuel Consumption Rate 3400 pounds per hour
Cruise Fuel Consumption Rate 2700 pounds per hour
Case 2 Fuel Capacity 12000 pounds
Hover Fuel Consumption Rate 3100 pounds per hour
Cruise Fuel Consumption Rate 2700 pounds per hour
Case 3 Fuel Capacity 10950 pounds
Hover Fuel Consumption Rate 3400 pounds per hour
Cruise Fuel Consumption Rate 2700 pounds per hour
Case 4 Fuel Capacity 14920 pounds
Hover Fuel Consumption Rate 3400 pounds per hour
Cruise Fuel Consumption Rate 2700 pounds per hour
CV Helicopter
Case 4 Fuel Capacity 4000 pounds
Hover Fuel Consumption Rate 1100 pounds per hour
Cruise Fuel Consumption Rate 800 pounds per hour
The methodology for calculating these on-station times
is as follows. The time on-station is determined by the
quantity of fuel available on-station divided by the average
fuel consumption rate while on-station. Since it is assumed
that the time on-station will be divided evenly between
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hovering and at cruise speed, the average fuel consumption
rate on-station is the average of the hovering and cruise
consumption rates. The fuel available on-station is the
full capacity fuel load less the quantity used enroute to
datum and the quantity used enroute back to the carrier at
the end of the mission. In addition, a required reserve
quantity of fuel was deducted from the fuel available on-
station. Naval aviation regulations require that aircraft
arrive at their destinations with a reserve fuel quantity of
that necessary for twenty minutes of flight at a speed for
maximum range, or ten percent of total fuel capacity, which
ever is greater. With both the JVX and the CV helicopter,
the higher quantity corresponds to the twenty minute
requirement. For the JVX it is 900 pounds, and it is 266
pounds for the CV helicopter. The quantity of fuel used
enroute is obtained from the time enroute multiplied by the
cruise fuel consumption rate. The time enroute is
determined by how long it takes the aircraft to transition
to cruise speed after a vertical take off and how long it
takes to travel the distance to datum less the distance
covered during the speed transition. The JVX takes
approximately fifteen seconds to accelerate to its cruise
speed of 250 knots, and the CV helicopter takes
approximately twenty seconds to accelerate to its cruise
speed of 150 knots. During transition the speed changes are
assumed to be linear.
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Several assumptions are inherent in this scenario.
1. The distance which the aircraft must travel enroute
to station, and on the return trip back to the aircraft
carrier, are the same. This would be the case where
there is no net carrier movement, and the aircraft ends
his search at the initial datum.
2. No detections are made during the search phase which
might alter the proportions of time spent in a hover and
at cruise speed.
3. Fuel used on deck during starting is not considered,
and all fuel is useable.
4. Wind conditions do not impact upon effective speeds
and enroute times.
Figure 2-3 indicates that for case 1 each has an advantage
over the other at different ranges. At approximately
seventy-five miles to datum they have equal available on-
station times. At a range of ten miles the CV helicopter
has approximately a fifteen minute advantage, and at 150
miles the JVX has approximately a twenty minute advantage.
The slope of the lines indicate that the advantage of the
JVX over the CV helicopter would increase as distance to
datum increases beyond 75 miles. Current aircraft carrier
ASW doctrine defines the inner zone as a circle around the
carrier with a radius of fifty miles. While this is not a
steadfast boundary, beyond which the inner zone aircraft
does not penetrate, it is generally accepted tactical
guidance. As the inner circle is currently defined, the CV
helicopter has an advantage in on-station time. It should
be noted that between ranges of 10 to 130 nautical miles.
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the largest deviation is fifteen minutes, which is not a
large difference. It should also be noted that for
comparable on-station times, the JVX consumes approximately
three times as much fuel as the CV helicopter.
Case 2 represents a fuel consumption rate of 3100 pounds
per hour for the JVX. This is approximately a ten percent
decrease in the hover fuel consumption rate of Case 1 with
the same fuel capacity. In this case the JVX and the CV
helicopter also have advantages over each other, but the CV
helicopter's advantage only extends out to approximately
twenty miles. At one hundred miles to datum the difference
in time on-station is approximately sixteen minutes. This
illustrates that a ten percent reduction in the JVX's fuel
consumption rate with a fuel capacity of 12,000 pounds,
would significantly improve its on-station time relative to
the CV helicopter.
Case 3 represents the JVX with it lowest projected fuel
capacity and a hover fuel consumption rate of 3400 pounds
per hour. Under these conditions the CV helicopter has an
advantage in on-station time at all ranges out to 150
nautical miles with the greatest difference of approximately
thirty-six minutes at ten miles to datum. Both aircraft
have approximately the same on-station time at 150 miles to
datum.
Case 4 depicts the JVX with a 12,200 pound internal fuel
capacity and one external tank containing 400 gallons (2720
35
pounds JP-5), and a hover fuel consumption rate of 3400
pounds per hour. In this configuration the JVX has a
considerable advantage in on-station time over the CV
helicopter at all distances to datum out to 150 nautical
miles. The difference is about forty-two minutes at ten
miles to datum and about seventy-seven, minutes at 150 miles
to datum. This illustrates that this increase in fuel
capacity, with the same hover fuel consumption rate as Case
1, significantly improves the JVX's on-station time.
D. SEARCH AND RESCUE
Search and Rescue ( SAR) is a mission of paramount
importance to an aircraft carrier battle group for numerous
reasons. A proven SAR capability strongly influences the
morale of personnel whose jobs on the flight deck expose
them to hazards such as jet blast and high winds, conditions
which can result in man-overboard situations. A strong
airborne SAR capability also impacts :)sitively on the
morale of tactical aircrews whose missions may take them
great distances from the aircraft carrier. In a hostile
environment, a SAR capability may mean the difference
between rescue and capture for aircrews.
Search and Rescue has never been the primary mission of
any generic aircraft carrier airwing aircraft. The
offensive mission of an aircraft carrier and the limited
space available for aircraft restricts the embarked aircraft
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to those which contribute to the primary missions of
projected airpower and battle group defense. Subsequently,
SAR is designated as a secondary mission. Currently the SH-
3H helicopter is the primary airborne SAR vehicle for
aircraft battle groups. Any follow-on aircraft with a hover
capability will likely also be tasked with SAR as a
secondary mission.
Generally Search and Rescue situations occur in close
proximity to the aircraft carrier, resulting from man-
overboards or downed aircraft during launch and recovery
operations. The use of the aircraft carrier's or another
ship's motor whale boat as a recovery vehicle is a time
tested and typically effective rescue method. However it is
not useful if search is required and is only effective at
short ranges. In addition, high sea states may prohibit its
use. An airborne SAR vehicle can usually respond quicker
and is effective at much greater ranges. Response time
often determines a life or death outcome in the case of a
distressed or injured potential survivor. In many areas of
the world low water temperatures may rapidly induce
hypothermia which necessitates a quick rescue.
The potential success of a SAR attempt depends on many
factors and conditions, and rarely are the conditions
identical for any two SAR situations. Daylight under visual
meterological conditions (VMC) with adequate ceiling and
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visibility is the most advantageous situation for a SAR
mission. This environment simplifies both the search and
rescue phases, and may facilitate a mission of relatively
short duration. Under these conditions, a rescue aircraft
may search a wide area by flying at an altitude of at least
five hundred feet above ground level (AGL), which provides a
large visual horizon, and an airspeed determined by pilot
judgement. Speeds between eighty and one hundred knots
would be appropriate when searching for a lone potential
survivor. Factors such as sun position and glare may
influence the search altitude, airspeed and pattern
orientation. During periods of reduced visibility or at
night, a much lower altitude is necessary to distinguish
objects in the water. Current SAR doctrine recommends an
altitude of 110 feet AGL, and a groundspeed of sixty knots
for searches during instrument meterological conditions
(IMC). [Ref. 1] Other factors, independent of the
capabilities of the rescue aircraft and aircrew, which
strongly influence the outcome of a SAR attempt are the
actions and equipment used by a potential survivor. The
proper use of reflective material signaling devices, and
locater beacons can simplify the scenario and increase the
probability of rescue.
The basic differences in flight characteristics between
the CV helicopter and the JVX make them very different with
respect to SAR potential. The JVX with its speed advantage
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will have the ability to arrive at a search datum more
quickly. This advantage is minor at short distances, but
becomes pronounced as the distance to search datum
increases. The maximum speed for the JVX is 275 knots and
the maximum speed for the CV helicopter is 180 knots.
The time required, measured from initial notification,
for each aircraft type to arrive on-station at distances out
to 150 nautical miles is illustrated in Figure 2-4. These
relationships reflect the situation where the aircraft are
in a five minute alert posture and respond to a SAR report
by taking off, transitioning to forward flight and
proceeding to the search datum at maximum speed. For the
purpose of this comparison, it is assumed that both aircraft
types are able to maintain their maximum speeds throughout
the transit to datum. Additionally, wind factors are not
considered which could influence effective ground speeds,
and it is assumed that navigational errors do not exist,
allowing each aircraft type to proceed directly to datum.
The purpose of this scenario is to determine potential
differences between the aircraft. During normal flight
operations the inner zone ASW aircraft is usually airborne
and within close range of the aircraft carrier and would be
able to react more quickly to a SAR event. The SAR aircraft
would be in a fifteen or thirty minute alert posture during
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determine the time to arrive at datum is as follows. The
total time is equal to the sum of the off deck time, the
time for the forward flight transition and the time required
to travel the distance to datum less the distance covered
during forward flight transition. As an example, the time
for the CV helicopter to arrive at a search datum at twenty
minutes is calculated as follows. The CV helicopter takes
off five minutes after notification and travels one-half of
a mile during its twenty second transition to maximum speed.
This assumes a linear increase in speed during the
transition. At its maximum speed, it takes 5.5 minutes to
travel the remaining 19.5 miles to datum, for a total time
of 11.83 minutes.
At a range of ten nautical miles there is approximately
a one minute advantage for the JVX, but at ranges beyond
seventy nautical miles and out to one hundred and fifty
nautical miles, the JVX takes approximately seventy percent
of the time that the CV helicopter takes to arrive at a
search datum. During routine peacetime operations, the
majority of SAR situations occur in close proximity to the
carrier battle group, usually within twenty nautical miles,
so the speed advantage of the JVX would be of little
consequence. During hostile operations when tactical
aircraft are involved with air strikes at great distances
from the aircraft carrier, inland or over water, this speed
advantage would be beneficial. An evaluation of the JVX
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aircraft for the Combat Search and Rescue ( CSAR) mission
conducted by the Center for Naval Analyses ( CNA) concludes
that a much lower capture rate would result for a downed
airmen with the JVX than with a conventional helicopter in
cases of deep penetration of enemy territory. This is
entirely credited to the speed advantage of the JVX. This
study also concludes that for scenarios similiar to those
experienced during the Vietnam War when most aircraft were
downed in highly populated coastal regions close to CSAR
stations, the superior speed of the JVX would do little to
improve mission effectiveness. [Ref. 2] This study does
not consider aircraft survivability. The higher speed of
the JVX would make it less susceptible to damage from ground
fire than the CV helicopter.
An inner zone ASW aircraft will not be configured for a
CSAR role. This configuration entails armor plating,
firepower, and specialized search devices. This mission
equipment would require major airframe modification and
redesign, and is not compatible with an ASW designed
aircraft. Currently there are specially equipped aircraft
and trained aircrews for the CSAR mission and non-CSAR
designated aircraft would only attempt a rescue in a
sanitized area when resistance is highly unlikely. For
these reasons, a long range SAR capability for an aircraft
carrier battle group is not considered of prime importance.
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As discussed previously, once a search aircraft arrives
at datum, the optimal search tactic is determined by the
environmental conditions. With an established recommended
airspeed and altitude during instrument conditions, there
would be no major difference between the aircraft in this
respect. During visual meteorologicly conditions, when the
optimal search altitude and speed are influenced by the
ceiling and visibility, the JVX would be able to cover a
much greater area in a given time period. For the CV
helicopter, search parameters of above five hundred feet AGL
altitude would be appropriate. The JVX would utilize the
same altitude for a given situation, but would search at
speeds up to two hundred knots. It should be emphasized
that these parameters depend upon many factors and are
considered benchmarks. A particularly important
consideration is the size and visual contrast of the object
being search for. Under these assumptions, the JVX would be
able to search a geographical area roughly twice that of a
CV helicopter in a fixed amount of time. This increased
coverage would be very beneficial in situations with low
confidence search datums.
The rescue phase of the SAR mission, like the search
phase varies greatly with respect to meteorological
conditions. During daylight with favorable environmental
factors, the rescue aircraft approaches the victim(s) under
manual pilot control. During a night rescue, an approach
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technique is performed which utilizes an automatic control
system. The pilot flys a windline rescue pattern which
positions the aircraft downwind of the survivor and engages
the automatic control system which flys the aircraft from a
gate position of 150 feet AGL and sixty knots to a hover
close to the survivor. This method is considerably less
expedient than the manual method, but is necessary due to
the lack of visual references for the pilot and the high
susceptibility to vertigo in this flight regime. A major
difference between the CV helicopter and the JVX in this
phase of the mission is aircraft wind limitations. The
conventional helicopter must approach the survivor and hover
into the wind. The JVX with its counter-rotating prop-
rotors is much less restricted. This aerodynamic
dissimilarity would not be significant during day rescues
when a manual approach is executed. However in a night
rescue scenario, the lack of wind limitations for the JVX
eliminates the need to execute a windline rescue pattern,
which would result in less pilot workload and a reduction in
rescue time. During a night rescue attempt, the JVX would
still have to execute an automatically controlled approach,
but without concern for wind orientation, and could reach
the survivor up to two minutes sooner. This time difference
could be crucial to a downed pilot who is injured, or
experiencing parachute entanglement.
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A factor which must be considered when evaluating the
feasibility of an aircraft for a SAR mission is the
magnitude of rotor downwash. This is the velocity and
downward mass flow of the air below the aircraft caused by
the rotor systems. If it is too great, it may render an
aircraft non-SAR capable, as the airflow may cause enough
turbulence in the water that a SAR attempt would be
fruitless. The downwash of the CV helicopter will not be a
limiting factor, and the aircraft is required to be SAR
capable. The JVX with its much more powerful engines and
prop-rotors is expected to have a stronger downwash. Because
of the location of the prop-rotors on the wingtips, the area
directly below the fuselage is expected to be relatively
calm. The JVX could perform a rescue by remaining directly
over the victim during pickup. This would not be difficult
during day rescues, but could be during night rescues when
hover stability is much more demanding due to the lack of
discernable visual references.
E . SUMMARY
There are many differences between these two aircraft
types with respect to their potential feasibility and
compatability in the aircraft carrier operating environment.
Both aircraft have advantages over the other in several
mission areas and operating characterisitics. This chapter
has investigated those areas which are considered to be of
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principle interest. Figure 2-5 contains an abbreviated
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Figure 2-5 Summary of Aircraft Comparisons
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III. COMPARISON OF THE AIRCRAFT IN A SIMULATED ASW MISSION
The aircraft are compared with respect to their
potential performance in a simulated ASW pouncer mission.
In a pouncer role an aircraft responds to a contact reported
by another source. The purpose of the model is explained,
along with a description of the scenarios, model
methodology, and model assumptions. Thif s followed by
model validation and a discussion of the results.
A. PURPOSE OF THE MODEL.
The purpose of the model is to provide insight into how
important the speed differential between the aircraft is and
at what ranges to datum it is significant. There is no
appreciable difference between the JVX and the CV helicopter
with respect to on-station time under their Case 1
conditions of a normal ASW search mission where the aircraft
proceed to their search stations or datums at cruise speed
and utilize the dipping sonar as the primary sensor. This
similarity applies out to ranges of approximately one
hundred nautical miles. Under the base case parameters for
both aircraft, the difference is at most twenty minutes and
both aircraft have approximately a 3.1 hour on-station time
at seventy-five miles to search datum. With these results
established, the question arises as to what is the
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fundamental difference between the aircraft in potential ASW
mission effectiveness. The major difference is speed.
The effectiveness of an attack on a submarine by an air
launched torpedo is highly dependent upon how close to the
submarine the torpedo enters the water and its guidance
instructions. A hover-capable aircraft with a dipping sonar
is an ideal platform for this mission as it can be placed in
an optimal launch position relatively quickly once a
detection is made. In light of these factors, scenarios are
modeled in which the inner zone ASW aircraft acts as a
pouncer, reacting to a datum generated by a remote source.
As measures of effectiveness the model predicts the
overall probability of detection, the conditional
probability of detection within a specified time period
given that a detection occurs, and the conditional
probability of detection by a specified look position given
that a detection occurs. The remote source which generates
a datum could be a ship or an aircraft such as an S-3A
Viking or a P-3C Orion. For the purpose of this comparison
the remote source which reports the contact plays no further
role in the scenario, and the intentions of the submarine
are unknown.
Both one aircraft and two aircraft scenarios are modeled
for each aircraft type. That is, a scenario was run for the
cases of one CV helicopter, one JVX, two CV helicopters, and
two JVX's. The model was constructed and executed in
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FORTRAN and run on the Naval Postgraduate School's IBM 3033
mainframe computer. It employs the Monte Carlo simulation
technique and is a combination of critical event and several
time step executive processes. The scenarios were each run
separately for each aircraft type incorporating their
individual projected flight characteristics. Each scenario
was replicated 1000 times. A description of the model
construction and the program listing is contained in
Appendix A.
Many tactical factors can be analyzed with this model,
such as the optimal separation between search positions and
the optimal amount of time to remain in each search
position. The combination of tactical parameters which
yielded the best results in each situation was determined
and utilized for comparing the best potential performance of
each aircraft type. While the model could be refined to
suit other purposes, the basic intent is to compare the
relative expected performance of the aircraft. The model
considers only the active dipping sonar sensor and does not
investigate the ramifications of sonobuoy or magnetic
anomoly detection (MAD) tactics.
The model is constructed to also measure the ability of
an aircraft to maintain contact with the submarine once it
has been detected. This is quantified by the ability to
redetect the submarine .n subsequent search positions using
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various tactics. This feature was included in the
preliminary stages of programming, but is not useful as a
measure of effectiveness with respect to detection
probability or for comparing the aircraft and is not
included as output.
B. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
1
. Description of the Scenarios
a. One Aircraft Searching
In this scenario the inner zone ASW aircraft is
on the deck of an aircraft carrier in a five minute alert
posture. Its mission is to respond to a submarine contact
generated by a remote source. When the datum is
established, the aircraft launches from the aircraft in five
minutes and proceeds to the datum at its maximum speed.
Upon reaching datum the aircraft commences an ASW search
employing active dipping sonar. The aircraft positions
itself at datum, establishes a hover, and lowers its dipping
sonar into the water. If no contact is made with the
submarine, it retrieves its dipping sonar and transits to
the next search position. The time required for the
aircraft to travel between search positions is a function of
acceleration and deceleration times, airspeed
limitations, and the distance to be traveled. The aircraft
follows a north-oriented expanding square search pattern
[Figure 3-1]. It remains in each discrete search position
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Figure 3-1 Expanding Square Search With One Aircraft
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for a predetermined amount of time. While in a sonar hover,
discrete looks occur every ten seconds. This corresponds to
'pings' with an active dipping sonar. Search positions are
either three, four, or five nautical miles apart depending
upon the optimal tactic for the time late.
The aircraft follows its systematic search
pattern until the expiration of its available time on
station, or until it detects the submarine. The available
time on station is dependent upon fuel capacities, fuel
consumption rates, flight regimes, and distance to datum.
Five cases of submarine speeds are simulated.
In one case the submarine's speeds is random with a Uniform
distribution between speeds of five and twenty knots. In
the other four cases, the submarine's speed is fixed at
five, ten, fifteen, and twenty knots. In all cases the
submarine's course is random with a Uniform distribution
between and 359 degrees. These assumptions reflect the
unknown intentions of the submarine.
There are three possible events which can occur
in each search position or sonar hover which consists of a
series of discrete detection opportunities.
First, when an aircraft begins a sonar hover the
submarine is within TSR. In this event the distance between
the aircraft and submarine is calculated and a probability
of detection is determined based on a Normal distribution of
the TSR. A Uniform [0,1] random number is compared to this
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probability of detection and a detection or a non-detection
is recorded. As long as the submarine is within TSR and has
not been detected, its position is updated every ten seconds
based on its course and speed, and search looks occur every
ten seconds until the expiration of the aircraft's allotted
time per search position. There would be thirteen 'pings'
or detection opportunities in a two minute sonar hover if a
detection did not occur.
Second, when an aircraft begins a sonar hover
the submarine is not within the TSR but will be within range
during the sonar hover. In this event the submarine's
position is updated based on its course and speed in thirty
second intervals to determine if it has moved within TSR.
If the submarine has moved within TSR the probability of
detection and a detection or a non-detection event are
determined in the same manner as in event one.
Third, when the aircraft begins a sonar hover,
the submarine is not within TSR and will not be within TSR
during the search cycle. In this event the submarine's
position is updated based on its course and speed, and the
length of the aircraft's sonar hover search time. The
aircraft proceeds to its next position in the expanding
square pattern.
b. Two Aircraft Searching
The two aircraft scenario is identical to the
one aircraft scenario with respect to search technique,
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submarine actions, and detection methodology. The aircraft
launch from the aircraft carrier simultaneously and proceed
to the datum area. One aircraft initially positions itself
at datum and follows the same search pattern as in the one
aircraft scenario. The second aircraft initially positions
itself in a position which is offset from the first
aircraft's position by one-half of the designated distance
between search positions to the south and to the west. The
second aircraft follows a south-oriented expanding square
search pattern with each reposition direction opposite that
of the first aircraft. This approximates a spiral search
pattern where the aircraft expand outward from datum in a
symmetric manner. [Figure 3-2].
In this scenario the aircraft remain in each
search position an equal amount of time and reposition
simultaneously. The detection opportunities of each
aircraft are independent of the other aircraft, and
detection probabilities are dependent only on the distance
between each aircraft's sonar and the submarine.
2. Model M ethodology and Assumptions
a. Maximum Dip Time and Distance Between Search
Positions
The models were run for combinations of dip
times ranging from two to five minutes and distances between
dips ranging from two to five nautical miles in the single
aircraft expanding square search pattern for all distances
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Figure 3-2 Expanding Square Search With Two Aircraft
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to datum for both aircraft types. For the purpose of
determining a general trend in the tactical combinations
which yielded the highest detection probabilities, 500
replications were conducted for several of the scenarios
prior to the actual simulation runs.
In these preliminary model runs, for all cases
the least amount of time spent in each search position
yielded the best detection probabilities. This can be
interpreted as a detection will occur early in a search
position or it will not occur at all. This correlates to
the unlikelihood that the submarine's track would bring it
within the aircraft's TSR in a discrete search position if
it was not already within the aircraft's TSR at the
beginning of the dip. Consideration was given to evaluating
each aircraft's performance using shorter sonar hover
position times than two minutes, but two minutes is
considered to be the practical minimum in current fleet
tactics. Establishing and maintaining a hover is both
mentally and physically taxing to an aircrew. It must be
remembered that safety of flight while operating close to
the water, as well as the tactical employment of sensors and
weapons are factors with which the aircraft commander is
concerned. Search position times of less than two minutes
would probably lead to better results, but two minutes is
considered reasonable with respect to pilot workload and was
used in all actual model simulations.
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The optimal distance between search positions in
the expanding square search pattern varies with distance to
datum. Generally, as distance to datum and time late
increase, greater separations between search positions lead
to the best results. This observation was also made during
the preliminary model runs.
b. Frequency of Detection Opportunities While
in a Sonar Hover
While in a sonar hover, if the submarine is
within TSR the distance between the aircraft and the
submarine is calculated and a detection or a non-detection
is determined every ten seconds. This 'ping' rate considers
the time involved in transmitting the active sonar signal,
waiting for a return signal, and the sonar operator's
decision process of determining whether a contact is present
or not. Depending upon environmental conditions and the
sonar operator's experience, more or less frequent
transmission rates may occur. In this model ten seconds is
assumed to be the average rate.
The probability of detection on each discrete
detection opportunity in a search position is assumed to be
independent of all other discrete detection opportunities.
Each is a probabilistic occurrence and is influenced only by
the current range between the aircraft's sonar and the
submarine. This is directly related to the assumption that
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the depth of the sonar and the submarine, and the aspect of
the submarine do not influence detection probabilities.
c. Expanding Square Search Pattern; (One Aircraft
Searching)
In this scenario it is important to realize that
the intentions of the submarine are not known. I f it were
known that the submarine intended to approach the aircraft
carrier, a search pattern which concentrated on the area
between the submarine's reported position and the aircraft
carrier would be appropriate. In these models the submarine
is on a random course which may or may not approach the
aircraft carrier. An expanding square pattern approximates
a spiral pattern which is germane under these circumstances.
Variations of spiral search patterns are routinely used in
this situation in current fleet tactics. Since the
submarine's course is random the orientation of the search
pattern is not crucial. A north-oriented search pattern was
used to simplify programming considerations.
d. Expanding Square Search Pattern (Two Aircraft
Searching)
In the scenario of two aircraft searching for
the submarine, each aircraft also follows an expanding
square pattern. The intentions of the submarine are also
unknown in this scenario and the area about datum can be
searched approximately twice as quickly than in one aircraft
scenario. Some overlap in the area covered may occur
depending upon the distance between search positions.
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e. Detection
The detection event in this model is determined
using a fitted normal probability distribution. The
greatest range at which it is possible to detect the
submarine is the tactical sonar range. In the case of
active dipping sonar this is usually direct path sound
propagation. TSR varies with environmental factors,
particularly temperature, pressure and salinity. In this
model TSR is fixed at 4000 yards. The mean detection range,
J4^ , is one-half the tactical sonar range. That is, the
probability of detecting the submarine at 2000 yards is 0.5.
The standard deviation, 0"
,
was determined so that the
cumulative probability of detection within TSR was
approximately one, and its value must generate reasonable
probabilities for the ASW dipping sonar based on fleet
experience. A standard deviation of 800 yards was used.




where X is a random variable and is defined as the detection
range. The probability of detection at a detection range x is
1 - F^Cx)
The model calculates the actual range, r, to the submarine
from the dipping sonar. The probability of detection at
this range r is equal to the probability that the detection
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range is greater than the calculated range, and this is
equal to 1-F,^(r).
P(Det) = P (x > r) = 1 - F^(r)
Figure 3-3 displays the lateral range curve
based on a normal distribution of definite ranges. The
probability of detection in a search position is assumed to
be circular normal, allowing the cross-section of the
distribution to be symmetric and used at all bearings. With
this detection distribution, the probability of detection at
yards is 0.5, and the probability of detection at 4000
yards is approximately 0.0. These models consider only the
lateral range to the target, and not target aspect or
submarine depth.
The probability of detection during a search is
approximated by the number of detections made divided by the
number of attempts. The probability of detection by a
certain time is approximated by the number of detections
made by that time divided by the number of attempts where a
detection has occurred. The probability of detection by a
certain search position number is approximated by the number
of detections which occurred by that search position number
divided by the number of attempts where a detection
occurred. The probability of detection on the first 'ping'
of the first search position is approximated by the number
of detections made on the first 'ping' of the first search
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It is assumed that the use of active dipping
sonar by the searching aircraft does not influence the
actions of the submarine. The principles of underwater
acoustics state that sound waves propagate much greater
distances than the distance at which it is possible for the
transmitting source to receive a recognizable return signal.
This means that a submarine could be alerted of the presence
of a searching aircraft prior to the aircraft detecting the
submarine. This could influence the submarine to alter its
track before it is actually detected in an attempt to evade
contact. Since the time that the searching aircraft remains
in a search position is only two minutes, it is unlikely
that the submarine would be able to locate the source of the
sonar signal and determine if it could be detected, and
would probably not initiate evasive maneuvers. In addition,
there may also be other active sonars, probably from surface
ships, operating in the area.
f. Aircraft Search Speed
This is the effective or average speed which an
aircraft attains between search positions in the expanding
square search pattern. It directly determines the amount of
time required for the aircraft to transmit between search
positions and is used to update the submarine's position.
Aircraft search speed is calculated by the distance to be
traveled divided by the time required between search
positions. In this model the time between search positions
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is the time which the aircraft kes to reposition from a
sonar hover with the dipping sonar lowered to another sonar
hover with the dipping sonar lowered. The method used to
determine elapsed time between search positions follows.
Time between search positions = time to retrieve the sonar
+ time to transition to transit speed
+ time to travel the distance between
search positions less the distance
covered during transitions
+ time to transition to a sonar hover
+ time to lower the sonar
The time required to raise and lower the sonar
transducer while in a sonar hover depends upon the depth at
which the search is being conducted and the effective speed
of the reeling machine. There are minor variations between
reeling machines. This model does not consider submarine
depth, and subsequently sonar position depth. For the
purpose of evaluating the time between sonar hovers ten
seconds is used for the time to retrieve the sonar and five
seconds for the time to lower it for both aircraft types.
The current dipping sonar aircraft has a forward
airspeed limitation of 100 knots while the sonar transducer
is deployed. Between sonar hover positions the sonar
transducer is raised to a trail position of about three to
four feet below the aircraft. The sonar transducer is not
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retrieved all the way to the seated position within the
aircraft as this evolution may be time consuming. The
forward flight limitation exists to prevent damage to the
aircraft and the sonar transducer resulting from airflow
induced oscillations of the transducer and cable. It is
assumed that a follow-on dipping sonar aircraft will have
the same limitation. If the aircraft were able to
completely retrieve the sonar in a timely manner, they would
be able to transit between search positions at higher
speeds, however since the search positions are only two
miles apart the difference in time would be insignificant.
Therefore, the maximum attainable speed between search
position is 100 knots in this model.
Transition time is the time required for the
aircraft to accelerate to their transit speed of 100 knots
and from 100 knots to a hover. The JVX takes seven seconds
for this transition and the CV helicopter takes ten seconds
for this transition. This difference in transition time is
insignificant.
g. Time Enroute to Datum
The time it takes an aircraft to arrive at datum
is a function of the distance to datum and the aircraft's
flight characteristics. The time enroute to datum was
calculated under the following assumptions.
1. Each aircraft performs a vertical take-off. Short
roll take offs were not considered.
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2. Each aircraft type launches five minu*zes after
notification. This represents each aircraft in a five
minute alert posture.
3. The JVX takes fifteen seconds to transition from and
to the airplane and helicopter mode. This is the time
required to rotate the prop-rotor system through its
full movement. During this transition it accelerates or
decelerates between and 275 knots of forward airspeed.
4. The CV helicopter takes twenty seconds to accelerate
and decelerate between the speeds of and 180 knots.
5. Each aircraft requires twenty seconds upon arrival
at datum to establish and position itself in its initial
sonar hover.
6. Both aircraft require ten seconds to lower the sonar
transducer.
7. The change in speed for both aircraft during speed
transitions is assumed to be linear.
Time Enroute = time to launch (5 minutes)
+ time to transition to maximum forward airspeed
(JVX 15 seconds, CV helicopter 20 seconds)
+ time to transit at maximum speed a distance
equal to the distance to datum less the
distance traveled during speed transitions.
+ time to transition from maximum speed to a
hover
+ time to lower the sonar transducer
h. Distance to Datum
The scenarios were simulated for distances to
datum out to one hundred nautical miles. While the current
aircraft carrier ASW inner zone is defined to be fifty
nautical miles, further ranges are of interest. Both the
JVX and the CV helicopter have higher maximum cruise speeds
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than the SH-3H. The capabilities and limitations of
currently available assets drive tactical procedures. The
SH-3H is most effective at ranges out to fifty nautical due
to its speed and on-station time parameters. It is possible
that the capabilities and limitations of the replacement
aircraft for the SH-3H would lend credence to a reevaluation
of ASW tactical doctrine and a redefinition of ASW zone
boundaries
.
C. MODEL VALIDATION AND CORROBORATION
Model validation and corrobation was accomplished by two
methods, one being an inspection of the output for obvious
inconsistencies or errors, and the other being more
mathematically driven analysis. An examination of the model
ouput for obvious inconsistencies will be discussed first.
Since the only difference in the aircraft
characteristics of significance in this model are maximum
transit speed and on-station time, it would be expected that
the aircraft which can arrive at datum with the least time
late would have greater success. The JVX with its
superiorty in speed does in fact have at least the same or a
greater probability of detection in all cases examined. It
would also be expected that detection probabilities would
decrease as the range to datum, and subsequently time late
increases. This is indeed the case for both aircraft types
at all variations of submarine speed.
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In two aircraft scenario, a greater area around the
datum is searched in the same amount of time as in the one
aircraft scenario, and therefore the probability of
detecting the submarine should be higher in the two aircraft
scenario. While the quantitative improvement with two
aircraft searching varies with submarine speed, the
detection probabilities produced by the model are greater
with two aircraft searching than with one aircraft searching
in all cases simulated.
The aircraft have on-station time limitations which are
determined by the distance to datum, aircraft speed, and
fuel capacity and consumption rates. In all model runs, the
time which the aircraft remain on-station is within the
limitations of their on-station times.
Intuitively it would seem that an aircraft would have a
higher probability of detecting a slow moving submarine than
a fast moving submarine while following an expanding square
search pattern. The model is consistent in this respect as
the detection probabilities are high with slow moving
submarines and decrease as submarine speeds increase.
An output from the model for each scenario is the
probability of detecting the submarine on the first
detection opportunity or 'ping' at the first search position
of the expanding square search pattern. In the scenario of
one aircraft searching, this probability can be determined
analytically when the submarine's speed is fixed. When the
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submarine's speed is fixed, its distance from datum when the
searching aircraft arrives at datum can be determined and
the analytic probability of detection calculated based upon
the detection probability distribution used in the model.
The distance the submarine has traveled when the aircraft
arrives at datum is its speed multiplied by the aircraft's
time enroute to datum. The resulting analytic probability
of detection at this distance is calculated using the
model's detection probability distribution.
The probabilities of detection on the first detection
opportunity at the first search position derived
analytically and those produced by the model for the search
tactics which yielded the highest overall detection
probabilities appear in Figure 3-4. These probabilities
represent the situation where the submarine's speed is fixed
at 5.0 knots. It should be noted that the search tactics of
search position separation and search position time do not
influence these results, and therefore, the simulated
probability of detection on the first search opportunity
should be similiar for all model runs where the submarine
speed is fixed. This is indeed the case. The fact that
they are not identical is attributed to variations in the
order in which random numbers are generated. The analytical
and simulated probabilities exhibited in Figure 3-4 are very
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with a five knot submarine, the time it takes the CV
helicopter to arrive at datum makes it impossible for the
aircraft to detect the submarine at the initial search
position at ranges to datum of sixty nautical miles and
beyond. The simulated probabilities are consistent in this
respect. It is impossible for the JVX to initially detect
the submarine at a range of ninety nautical miles and
beyond. The simulated detection probabilities here are also
consistent with those derived analytically.
D. Model Results
The model output which is used as the measure of
effectiveness to compare the predicted performance of the CV
helicopter and the JVX in each scenario is the overall
probability of detection. Figures 3-5 through 3-9 display
the results for the one and two aircraft scenarios for the
five cases of submarine speeds. The information in these
figures was extracted from the model output for all
variations of input parameters. Appendix C contains a
representative cross section of the model output for several
cases. These tables also indicate the search position
separation used and the mission time by which all detections
occurred. The mission time begins when a remote sensor
reports the datum. In each case the tactic of search
position separation (three, four, or five nautical miles),
which yielded the highest overall detection probability was
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One Aircraft
Distance Optimal Search Probability Mission
to Datum Position of Time
(Nautical Separation Detection (Minutes)
Miles) (Nautical Miles)





















3 4 .5440 .6010 40 70
4 4 .4020 .4970 100 70
4 4 .3190 .3940 170 80
4 4 .2500 .3470 160 160
5 4 .2100 .3140 140 170
5 4 .1850 .2500 130 170
4 4 .1410 .2340 160 160
5 4 .1500 .2030 140 160




3 3 .6970 .7620 50 50
4 4 .5810 .6630 100 90
4 4 .5120 .6100 160 160
4 4 .4510 .5610 150 160
4 4 .3570 .5140 150 160
5 4 .3280 .4550 130 170
5 4 .2990 .3930 130 160
4 4 .2370 .3830 110 160
5 4 .2200 .3000 130 110
5 4 .1970 .2950 130 50
Figure 3-5 Submarine Speed Uniformed (5.20) Knots
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One Aircraft
Distance Optimal Search Probability Mission
to Datum Position of Time
(Nautical Separation Detection (Minutes)
Miles) (Nautical Miles)





















3 3 1 .0000 1.0000 20 10
3 3 1 .0000 1.0000 140 20
3 3 .9950 1 .0000 150 50
3 3 .9730 1.0000 150 50
3 3 .9100 .9940 160 150
3 3 .8700 .9630 160 150
3 3 .8150 .9350 140 150
4 3 .7620 .9170 130 150
4 3 .7490 .8960 130 160
4 3 .7480 .8370 130 90
Two Aircraft
3 3 1 .0000 1.0000 20 10
3 3 1 .0000 1.0000 50 20
3 3 1 .0000 1.0000 150 40
3 3 1 .0000 1.0000 150 50
3 3 1 .0000 1.0000 160 150
3 3 1 .0000 1.0000 160 150
3 3 .9990 1.0000 140 150
3 3 .9910 .9990 110 150
3 3 .9700 1.0000 150 160
3 3 .9230 1.0000 150 100
Figure 3-6 Submarine Speed Fixed at 5.0 Knots
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One Aircraft
Distance Optimal Search Probability Mission
to Datum Position of Time
(Nautical Separation Detection (Minutes)
Miles) (Nautical Miles)





















3 3 .7140 .9010 40 50
3 3 .4740 .5980 40 30
4 3 .3990 .4510 80 40
5 4 .3510 .4160 90 80
5 4 .2910 .3710 90 70
5 4 .2310 .3310 80 70
5 5 .1840 .3120 80 90
5 5 .0990 .2780 50 80




3 3 .9330 .9760 50 50
3 3 .8390 .8870 60 60
4 3 .7400 .8600 80 60
4 3 .6670 .7740 70 60
5 4 .6000 .7620 90 70
5 4 .5640 .7010 90 80
5 5 .4320 .6240 100 90
5 5 .3460 .5500 110 90
5 5 .2270 .6000 110 90
5 5 .1450 .5140 110 90
Figure 3-7 Submarine Speed Fixed at 10.0 Knots
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One Aircraft (* no detections)
Distance Optimal Search Probability Mission
to Datum Position of Time
(Nautical Separation Detection (Minutes)
Miles) (Nautical Miles)





















3 4 .2640 .2800 20 30
4 3 .2170 .2570 30 30
5 4 .1710 .2030 30 30
5 4 .1060 .1820 40 30
* 5 .0000 .1610 * 30
* 5 .0000 .1320 * 40
* 5 .0000 .0660 * 40
• 5 .0000 .0180 * 40
* *





4 3 .5350 .5630 40 30
5 4 .4370 .4750 40 40
5 4 .3180 .4110 40 40
5 5 .2260 .3700 40 40
4 5 .1340 .3230 40 40
5 5 .0930 .2630 50 40
5 4 .0920 .1680 50 40
5 4 .0540 .1390 50 40
5 4 .0230 .0970 50 40
* 5 .0000 .1020 * 50
Figure 3-8 Submarine Speed Fixed at 15.0 Knots
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One Aircraft (* no detections)
Distance Optimal Search Probability Mission
to Datum Position of Time
(Nautical Separation Detection (Minutes)
Miles) (Nautical Miles)
CV Helo JVX CV Helo JVX CV Helo JVX
10 5 4 .1740 .2120 30 20
20 5 5 .1250 .1690 30 30
30 5 5 .0010 .1360 30 30

































10 4 8 30 20
20 5 30 30
30 4 30 30
40 5 40 30
50 5 40 30
60 * * 40
70 * * 40
80 * * 40
90 * * 40
Figure 3-9 Submarine Speed Fixed at 20.0 Knots
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chosen and used for comparison. In situations where the
detection probabilities were close between different search
tactics, the case where ninety-five percent of the
detections occurred in a shorter period of time and in a
fewer number of search positions was chosen.
On-station time proved not to be a factor for either
aircraft type in the ASW pouncer scenarios. In all cases
the incremental increase in the number of detections
decreases as time elapses. This means that once an initial
threshold of time is reached when detections are possible,
they occur relatively quickly, and the likelihood of
detecting the submarine diminishes in later search
positions. The initial time threshold time before which
detections are impossible, is dependent upon distance to
datum, aircraft speed and submarine speed.
The model results show that the time required for the
searching aircraft to arrive at datum is a crucial factor in
the success of an ASW pouncer mission. The JVX with its
higher maximum speed arrives at datum sooner than the CV
helicopter at all distances to datum, and subsequently has
at least the same or a higher probability of detecting the
submarine for all variations of submarine speed. This is
true in both the one and two aircraft scenarios. The
results also show that in all cases, detection probabilities
are higher with two aircraft searching than with one
aircraft searching. This is attributed to the greater datum
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area coverage with two aircraft. The improvement in
detection probabilities with two aircraft searching is most
significant with higher submarine speeds.
In light of the model results which indicate that the
probability of detection is a function of aircraft enroute
speed, the magnitude of the difference in detection
probabilities becomes of interest. It would be expected
that the difference in this magnitude would increase as the
distance to datum increases, since the time enroute
difference becomes more pronounced. The detection
probability differences with increasing distances to datum
varies with submarine speed and the number of aircraft
searching. There is no appreciable difference in overall
detection probability between two aircraft when the
submarine's speed is at the extreme of those analyzed.
1 . Submarine Speed Fixed At Five Knots [Figure 3-6]
When the submarine's speed is fixed at 5.0
knots, both aircraft have extremely high probabilities of
detection at ranges out to one hundred nautical miles. In
the one aircraft scenario the JVX detects the submarine with
certainty out to ranges of forty nautical miles and the CV
helicopter detects with certainty out to approximately
thirty nautical miles. Beyond the ranges where both
aircrr ft detect with certainty, the difference in detection
probabilities remains fairly constant with the JVX having
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approximately a 0.10 advantage. While the overall detection
probabilities do not differ significantly, the mission time
required for all contacts is considerably less with the JVX
at ranges out to forty miles. At a range of forty miles the
JVX makes all its detections within fifty minutes, as
compared to 150 minutes for the CV helicopter. With two
aircraft searching, the JVX's detect the submarine with
certainty at virtually all distances to datum out to one
hundred nautical miles. The CV helicopters detect with
certainty out to distances of sixty nautical miles and with
probabilities of at least ninety-two percent out to one
hundred nautical miles. At distances to datum out to forty
miles, the JVX makes all its contacts in a considerably
shorter period of time, and at fifty miles and beyond, there
is no appreciable difference in mission time between the
aircraft. These results indicate that the differential in
speed between the aircraft is of little significance in
detection probability against a slow moving submarine, but
is an important factor in the mission time required.
2. Submarine Speed Fixed At Twenty Knots [Figure 3-9]
When the submarine's speed is fixed at twenty knots,
there is also little difference in detection probabilities
between the aircraft. In the one aircraft scenario the CV
helicopter has essentially a zero probability of detection
at distances to datum of thirty nautical miles and beyond.
The JVX has a zero probability of detection at ranges of
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fifty nautical miles and beyond. At ranges of thirty
nautical miles and less both aircraft have approximately a
twenty percent or less chance of detection. The only
significant difference is at thirty miles where a single JVX
has approximately a 0.14 detection probability and a CV
helicopter has approximately a 0.001 detection probability.
A statistical test of differences, which utilizes the facts
that the probability of detection for both aircraft types
are Bernoulli parameters, and the difference in the
probabilities is approximately normal, was performed. The
null hypothesis is that both aircraft types have the same
probability of detection at thirty miles to datum. With a
significance level, alpha, of 0.05, (the risk of rejecting
the null hypothesis when it is true) the null hypothesis was
rejected. Therefore, the difference in detection
probabilities is significant.
In the two aircraft scenario the CV helicopter has a
zero probability of detection at sixty miles and beyond, and
the JVX has less than a ten percent probability of detection
at ranges of sixty miles and beyond. Again the only
significant difference between the aircraft occurs at thirty
miles to datum where the JVX has a 0.28 detection
probability and the CV helicopter has a 0.12 detection
probability. Here, a test of the hypothesis that the
probabilities are the same for both aircraft types also
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concluded that they are not the same with a significance
level of 0.05.
In both the one and two aircraft scenarios, there is
no real difference between the aircraft in mission time, and
detections all occur within forty minutes of the datum being
generated. Against fast moving submarines, both aircraft
either gain contact early into a mission or not at all.
3. Submarine Speed Distributed U( 5, 20) Knots
[Figure 3-5T
When the speed of the submarine is unknown and is
simulated as a random variable distributed uniformly between
five and twenty knots, the JVX has a higher overall
probability of detection at all ranges with both one and two
aircraft searching. In the one aircraft scenario there is
not a trend in the magnitude of the difference in detection
probabilities as the range to datum increases, and the JVX
generally has between a 0.05 and a 0.10 advantage in overall
detection probability. In this case, a test of differences
of the detection probabilities. for each aircraft type
rejects the hypothesis that they are the same at all
distances to datum except ninety miles. A. significance
level of 0.05 as utilized. At ninety miles to datum there
is no difference between aircraft. At ten miles to datum
the CV helicopter has an advantage in mission time and the
JVX has an advantage at ranges of twenty and thirty miles.
Beyond thirty miles there are no considerable differences in
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mission time between the aircraft. With two aircraft
searching the only significant differences between the
aircraft occur at fifty and eighty nautical miles to datum.
At fifty miles the JVX has approximately a 0.16 increase in
detection probability with a similiar mission time. At
eighty miles the JVX has a 0.15 increase in detection
probabilities is less than or equal to 0.12 and there are no
major variations in mission time.
4 . Submarine Speed Fixed At Ten Knots [Figure 3-7]
When the submarine's speed is fixed at ten knots,
the JVX has a considerable advantage over the CV helicopter
at most ranges to datum. With one aircraft searching the
difference between detection probabilities ranges between
0.10 and 0.20 for most distances to datum, and the magnitude
of the differences tends to increase with distance to datum.
For both aircraft types, the longest mission time is ninety
minutes. With two aircraft searching the magnitude of the
difference in detection probabilities also increases with
distance to datum, and the largest difference is at ninety
miles where the JVX has a 0.373 advantage. There is also
little difference in mission time between the aircraft.
5 . Submarine Speed Fixed At Fifteen Knots [Figure 3-8
]
When the submarine's speed is fixed at fifteen
knots, the JVX has an advantage at longer ranges to datum.
In the one aircraft scenario, the CV helicopter has no
chance of detecting the submarine at fifty miles and beyond,
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and the JVX has little or no chance at seventy miles and
beyond. At ranges where they both can detect the submarine,
the JVX has a minor advantage. There are no significant
differences in mission times between the aircraft with the
longest time being forty minutes. With two aircraft
searching, the JVX's advantage occurs at ranges of forty
miles and beyond. At beyond forty and sixty miles to datum,
the JVX has between a 0.14 and 0.19 advantage in detection
probability. At eighty miles and beyond, the CV helicopter
has little or no chance of detection and the JVX has
approximately a ten percent chance of detection. The




IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
A. CONCLUSIONS
There are differences in the expected compatibility and
projected effectiveness between the CV helicopter and the
JVX in all of the areas investigated in this thesis. The
advantages of each aircraft are mixed. That is, each
aircraft is better suited or has more potential
effectiveness than the other in different areas. The
physical and flight performance characteristics which
distinguish the aircraft are size, weight, wind envelopes,
fuel quantity and consumption rates, and speed.
The smaller size of the CV helicopter enables it to
operate with and from more ship types. It also occupies
less space on the aircraft carrier flight deck. The wind
envelopes for take off, landing, and hovering are less
restrictive for the JVX which simplifies the operating
procedures of both the aircraft carrier and other surface
ships
.
For approximately equal on-station times for the two
aircraft in a mission profile which consists of the time on-
station being divided evenly between cruise flight and
hovering, the JVX consumes roughly three times the quantity
of fuel which the CV helicopter consumes. In addition, the
relatively high fuel consumption rates of the JVX leads to
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doubts concerning the feasibility of its performing the HIFR
evolution with current ship fuel pumping rates of
approximately thirty gallons per minute. If ship fuel
pumping rates were upgraded to one hundred gallons per
minute, the JVX would be well suited for this evolution.
The flight characteristic which most prominently
distinguishes the aircraft is speed. While the CV
helicopter's maximum speed of ISO knots represents a
significant improvement over the current carrier based ASW
helicopter's maximum speed of 120 knots, its maximum speed
is ninety-five knots less than the JVX. This speed
differential proved to be significant with respect to long
range non-combat Search and Rescue potential and in an ASW
pouncer mission.
In the ASW pouncer mission employing an expanding square
search tactic, the magnitude of the differences in detection
probabilities, credited to the speed difference between the
aircraft, proved to be dependent upon the speed of the
submarine. Generally, there is little difference in
predicted performance between the aircraft when the
submarine's course is unknown, but its speed is either slow
or fast. When the submarine's speed is also unknown, but is
equally likely to be any speed between five and twenty
knots, the JVX consistently has at least the same or a
greater chance of detecting the submarine than the CV
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helicopter. The improvement in detection probability of the
JVX over the CV helicopter tends to increase as the distance
to the reported datum position increases. In addition to an
increase in detection probabilities, the speed advantage of
the JVX generally enables it to detect the submarine in a
shorter period of time.
B. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
This thesis has investigated several operationally
oriented areas ir comparing these two types of aircraft. It
is by no means exhaustive, as there are many other important
factors which merit comparison. The maintainability and
reliability of the aircraft and their systems, and the
associated economic ramifications should be investigated.
Both of these topics are critically important. Because
helicopters have been in service for many years, there
exists a vast amount of experience and expertise in
helicopter maintenance. A tilt-rotor configured aircraft,
while not a new concept, has not been proven in fleet
service and there is no existing experience in its
maintenance. A factor which would influence its flight deck
compatibility and maintainability is the complexity of its
wing/blade fold system. This factor merits specific
concentration.
The scenarios which have been modeled for the purpose of
comparing mission effectiveness are very specific. Other
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ASW mission flight profiles, such as random area searches
which employ other sensors in addition to dipping sonar
should be investigated. In the ASW pouncer mission model,
on-station time proved not to be a limiting constraint. In
a random area search, it probably would be a determining
factor with respect to area coverage and flight profile.
This model analyzed only the search phase of the ASW
mission. Further studies could expand this to include





The ASW pouncer mission model consists of a main program
and five subroutines. All the program variables are
declared as common to the main program and the subroutines.
The methodology for the calculations performed throughout
the model is documented in the program listing.
B. PROGRAM OUTLINE
Main Program:
The main program is used to set the input variables. It
initializes the bookkeeping arrays and calls either the one
aircraft searching subroutine or the two aircraft searching
subroutine, depending upon the input parameters. The
subroutines return the generated results and the main
program outputs the results. The construction of the main
program is illustrated with a flow chart.
Subroutine SlACl:
This subroutine simulates the scenario of one aircraft
searching for the submarine. It receives the input values
and bookkeeping arrays from the main program and replicates
the search procedure 1000 times at each distance to datum.
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It returns the generated results to the main program to be
output. This subroutine invokes subroutine SUBPOS to
calculate the submarine position and subroutine GRIDS to
establish the coordinates of the aircraft's search
positions. The construction of this subroutine is
illustrated with a flow chart.
Subroutine S1AC2:
This subroutine simulates the scenario of two aircraft
searching for the submarine. It receives the input values
and the initialized bookkeeping arrays from the main program
and replicates the search procedure 1000 times at each
distance to datum. It returns the generated results to the
main program to be output. This subroutine invokes
subroutine SUBPOS to calculate the submarine's position. It
also invokes subroutine GRIDS to establish the coordinates
of the first aircraft's search positions, and subroutine
GRIDSS to establish the coordinates of the second aircraft's
search positions. The methodology of this subroutine is
identical to that used in the one aircraft searching
subroutine. All procedures and calculations are performed
in a similar manner, but are performed simultaneously and
independently for each searching aircraft.
Subroutine SUBPOS:
This subroutine calculates the submarine's position
based on its course, speed and previous position. Because
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this function is frequently required in the scenarios, it
was incorporated into a separate subroutine in the interest
of minimizing source code lines. It is invoked by the SlACl
and S1AC2 subroutines.
Subroutine GRIDS:
This subroutine consists of a series of imbedded loops
and establishes the X and Y coordinates of the search
positions for a north-oriented expanding square search
pattern. It is used in the one aircraft searching scenario
and for the first aircraft in the two aircraft searching
scenario.
Subroutine GRIDSS:
This subroutine consists of a series of imbedded loops
and establishes the X and Y coordinates of the search
positions for a south-oriented expanding square search
pattern. It is used for the second aircraft in the two
aircraft searching scenario. The initial search position is
offset one-half of the designated distance between search






























































This appendix contains the program listing of the ASW
pouncer mission model. An identification of the main
program and the subroutines follow.
Page
Main Program Main program for model 95
SlACl Subroutine for the scenario 100
of one aircraft searching
for the submarine.
S1AC2 Subroutine for the scenario 107
of two aircraft searching
for the submarine.
SUBPOS Subroutine to calculate the 115
submarine's position.
GRIDS Subroutine to calculate the 116





GRIDSS Subroutine to calculate the 117
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2 S 1 T 2: r^ M t— T
—
T^ ^ \— T 2: •yt M v^ f- Q * QQ 9k CD < E-
tH II II X >H II X >-< II II X >H II X ^H II II Lu DJ 2: * =D J 9k =5 UJ -
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APPENDIX C
REPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLES OF PROGRAM OUTPUT.
The model was run for all combinations of one and two
aircraft searching, distances between search positions of
three, four, and five nautical miles, and submarine speeds
either fixed at five, ten, fifteen and twenty knots.
Additionally, the case where the submarine's speed is
distributed Uniformly between five and twenty knots was run.
A total of sixty runs were performed. This appendix
contains a representative cross section of the model output.
A listing of those included follows.














































SLK^aRI/iu SP.'kU LMFCkM (5,iOJ KTUTS
^AX UJP TIMl J. -nil i:iSr*,ilCf: bclwrnrj .JIPS b fJM
cisT'fjf - ro o;iTLf (uautic/il miles)
iO ^0 Jj 4d So tu /a dO so 100
P(OET» U.'^-j30 O.JS'^O C.iu^j O.^i'tC u.JlJJ O.lJbO 0.1370 0.1500 C.lisC O.OysO
P(PlMi) U.IAJC O.u'i'^t C.UiJJ O.UO'tL U.JJOU O.LOOJ O.OOjO O.OOjJ U.OOUO O.OOuo
PCCT Liir TIMF T I nCT.CllUi^)
CISTii;.:r' Ttl 047 L^ ( ImUTK-^I MLPS)
UMlri) io ^0 JO 40 bJ cO 70 80 90 iCO
IC c.t.7aj c.oouc COOi^o 0. uooo C.OOOJ O.Ji.0 O.OOoO o.oouu O.OCOO o.ouoo
20 u. 7'y5i C. 3lC4 L.i. i32 0. C470 C. J'joO O.CCOO O.OJOu u.oOOO 0.0000 u .0000
30 0.6 79 5 0.7U25 C.4702 0.24 /-:) C.2476 0. JCJO vJ.OOOO O.OOOj 0. Jv,OC O.oOOO
4C C.9^J£ C. aj->C O.o4^0 0. i4 44 L. -1905 0.J297 0.2117 0.2L3J . C u . iJ J
5u C.9t.7i 0.387L L . 76ul 0. 6282 C.o^d6 J. ;£ia 0.4453 0.46h 7 0.^ 73 3 ;).2i2i
6C C.9i3i C . 9 '> 6 L. J'tll J. 7Jt)0 0.7iol 0.751-^ O.o42 J C.6-t0 C.6Ca7 0.3C3C
7C C.99 jj C.V4C7 C.d r.^ u . Co 75 C . o 1 29 u.e595 0.7t4:j 0.7667 0. 75o5 .6 i.t.2
8C 1.00 JJ 0.971S C.c;^>/4 0.50 1 7 ;...-; S'j2 0. t Wj 0. Ji2i O.L400 . tj >^d 7 0.7:-74
-JC 1. JUJJ o.9oj<; L .V4u'« 0. vJl6 L.90 »8 • 9 i5 i. .obj2 0.900 J . ti 7 3 J u.e,i34
ICC 1 .00 J J 0.9944 C.9d 70 . 9 ' U ^ L. yJJ3 0.9 560 0.9197 0.92 JO 0. 10 70 0.3-.d6UC 1 .OUJ
J
0.99 ?2 C) 7 J 2 0.'*37j CCS 71 O.c 7u4 0. 9^4 J C.9D33 0. 9(.4J O.9091
12C i.ouj
:
C.9'5 72 L. J 7.^o 0. >329 C.9oo7 0.9 70 4 0.96j5 O.9JO0 0.9 391 0.90'Jl
IjG 1 . J J J l.OOuC L.Sao -1 0.99ii> L . ; -3 i l.CCu^j 0.9-^2 7 3.-i')ii G .9d2fa 0.959U
14 l.oJOC l.OOOC L • 3 du d 1. OOOU l.OouO l.OCOo 0.992 7 1
.
OlOO 1 . CGC . 9 B '7
15C 1. OOOC 1. j:cc C . ^j J c tj 1 • 00 uO l.OuOO i. lOO 1 .000 J l.OOuO 1 . JJUO I .uJUO
160 i.Oo J J 1 . c 1 .OOOj i.OOOu 1. JOOO i.CCoO 1 .0000 1 .Ouou 1 .0000 1 .OuOO
DIP « 10
t'l.i'U br DIH /I I OfcTi.C HOn J
cisT/NC^ ra ofiiL^ (,4AJTIc/>i millsj
20 30 40 30 6C 70 00 90 100
I C. JOdd C.42V4 0.215^ 0.O556 C.0 043 u.CCOO 0.0 JCO 0.0030 c.occc 0.00 00
2 C.7031 C.5.C4 C.377^ 0.1330 ^;.2476 .">. L lOo u. loOc 0.21JJ J. 165Z .l-tl4
o.a213 0. r^'.c C.470^ O.J0 7 7 C. icc7 0. 3<lS 7 0.3066 . J 5 3 3 0.2733 0.26 Z6
4 C . C lii C. 7odl C.56o2 0.4444 C.5 Jtd 0.5C27 0.4453 0.4o00 0.47d3 . J6J6
5 C. y393 O.bjit^ . 6 < '"1 0. j3t2 L. 56 lO 0. f Ejo 0.3i.d^ . 3oO
J
O.6G0 7 0.5 554
6 . 9 4 1 i . ti 5 o C. 7 lo3 O.udP'J. C.6470 0.e< 73 0.6-.<i3 G . 65 J J 0.6261 0.616?
7 t. v6 7 } c.ao7c . 73o 1 0.L>1 iO C. /Jul 0. 7!:14 U.7372 . 7oo 7 . 7565 u. 7 J 74
6 0. Jo7 ) 0. dc 10 C.79oO u. 7j50 C. 7oo7 0. d 106 0.7t4 5 0. 7300 0. 7565 0.7j7t
S 0.967) 0.9o96 L..051J O.0O77 . J 'f ^ 9 . fc i 5 7 0. 7956 C. d'tOO 0. 8174 C . 7 9 J
lo • 'i 3 J > C.9^S<i L.3 7 42 0.d6 75 (..o9 JU o. 0S7j 0.3J9-t .'iOOO 0.6 7d3 . J3d4
ii 0.-^900 0.94C7 J. 68 74 O.o76l C.h9J2 0.0W3 0. 3i^i 0. 9000 O.o7o3 0.330'i
12 C . 9 9 C J 0.9633 J .OS /h 0. 9017 C. '^J-td . 9 i 3 1 u . JO 3 C. -i^OO .Oo/O 0.0637
13 1 .oOCI c. y 7ie C. / i J 6 ^. 910J C. ^0*t3 . 9 ^ u 5 u.397a 0. JJ.OO j.t)3 70 0.3o3 7
14 1 .0 00 J 0.:}t59 0.94 4 0.9402 C.93j3 O.S f68 0. >-»4j 0. J5i3 . 9 L 4 3 0.9091
15 i.OOCJ o.9e3S L . 9 <« O -f 0. 7402 1..9J33 0.9566 0.9J43 0. J53j. 0.9C'i3 . 9 J v 1
16 i.OOO ) 0.9 33 7 C.S5 70 C. /530 y..-ijli 0.9 (34 0.9o35 0.9HuO 0.9 3 Jl .•)\^ io
17 l.OOOJ 0.997i 1. .9003 0.95 7
J
C. >5 71 0.9/0 4 0. Jo 3
5
0.93OO J . 9 3 9 1 0.'i-j96
13 i.ojd: C.V'J 7 2 C . 9 7 ^ ^ 0. 902 9 C . ^oo7 0. 9 7o4 0.992/ 0.99 J 0.9626 0.98 9 9
19 I.OOCJ C.'<9 72 L.9 702 0. 98 2-y i..^^Lf . 9 l 3 4 0.9^2 7 0.99J3 0. >82o 0.98 J-,
2C l.OOOJ 0.9 > 72 . » 7oo J.'>0 72 C.UlO 1.0 COO 0. /927 l.OOJO 1 . JOoC i .0 JO
21 l.OOOC 1 .uOOo L.So j1 0.9915 C.9857 I.lCjO 0.99 J 7 I. JOOO i .0000 I .uJOO
2Z l.OOOJ 1.0>)GO . Jbo3 1 .000'} l.oOOO I.CCOj l.OoOO I. 0000 I. J60C 1.0000
23 i.ojj: l.OOCC C.9tiod 1. 0000 l.O.JOO l.OtO J I .OOwJ l.OJJO 1 . 00 jO 1 .0 JOO
24 l.OOOJ l.OOOC o.sfioa i. OOOu 1. JvjO 1. CuO l.OOOJ 1 OoOO I .OOOO 1 .0000
25 l.OOOJ 1.0000 C . 9 6 u 3 1 .0000 l.OJoO l.OCOO 1. 000
J
i.ojoo l.CCOC 1 .OJJC
26 I.vjOOJ 1. oCCo ^.99,>i 1.0000 l.oJoO l.OCOO i .0000 1 .0000 i .0000 1 .000 J
27 l.OOOJ l.OvjuO 1.00 JO i.OOOO 1. ojoO l.CCOO 1 .0000 I. OoOO i .0000 1 .OOjO
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tilt-kjt:j(< uva-aSw vauajt)
S LB f API.';,• SPrUD LMFOKM (5,iO) KNOTS
tfli Alf-CfiAFT - ihii. SUrV/r.lUb
"AX 'JiP TINL ^ Min CISfA'iCr t3f:1wr.C.'l HIPS 3 liN
cr5T;;r.:.£: lu uaicN (.uuTic/si MiLESi
iu ^C Jo ^0 'jJ fO /O 80 90 luO
P(OET) U.'j91C J.^jbO C.jjyj O.^9oo U.^b'+O U.ilJO O.iSbO 0.1440 0.12S«0 0.116G
PIPING) ()..c:OaC U.Jd7C 0.04^0 b.J^uC 0.0i20 L.COJO J.J020 O.OUOO C.OOOC C.uOoO
FiUuI or TIMF T I OtlTfClinn)
CISIAiNC:: TO U^TU,' (,iAUTICAL -HLHo)
TlMN) iO 2C JJ 40 iju to 70 80 SO IdO
iC C.7j1: C.GjCC C.i-CCO O.ouOo C.JOvJO O.CCuu O.OJOO O.OOOJ O.JQOO 0.0000
20 C.^bll 0.9i03 o.70i.J u.'jbOd C.iOJ2 u.Cflt 0.0000 O.JOJu O.OCOO u.OOOO
3C C.';yJJ C.9J77 L.StW O.JJ.{7 0.7/o5 J.5S15 0.4bzl 0.2o-t7 0.224a O.UCJG
40 l.OJJJ l.OJOC C.'iSl^ o. )76'i C.So'il J.tij^ O.^iJo 0.715j J. 3891 0.5til
50 l.JoOJ 1.0000 L.-iS71 0.9Ji,o C.V3ta 0.<;i77 0.i2Jl 0.9167 0.6450 0.8J62
6C i.JOu: l.OGLC l.OO-.O l.UOO'J I.OOjO i.uCOu 0.9J9? 0.958j 0.9c,90 0.9J97
7C I.JJJJ l.JvlCC l.CCuO l.JOOO l.oOOO l.CCOO 0.9397 i.uOOO 0.9922 1.0000
bL I.OjO: l.JJOC l.OOJO l.OoOO l.JuOO l.OCOo I.jJOj l.uCOO C.9S22 l.OCOO
90 i.jOOC l.OUcC I.JUOO I.O^jOO l.uuOO l.CtoJ 1.0000 l.JOOO 1. 0000 I.OjOO
p(; ':r Hr Di p n I OL-Ticncn
ci£f/!uc~ ro o/!TL^ (uautical ;tiLfcS)
DIP U 10 2u JC 40 30 £C 70 80 90 100
1 0. /JIC O.o04t C . 4 fc c 1 0. 3100 C. 1932 O.C £45 0.0JO8 O.OOUO O.OCOO 0.0000
2 0. dtjo J 0. 79Ca C.7L3G 0. 3^43 C.H.Ul 0. 3 J5w, J.JZHZ . 2 8 1
7
0.2791 0.3276
3 L.'J6 11 L . 9 1 2 c C.o3i9 0. 719t C.LH77 0.5^15 0.5282 0.52Ja 0.4651 0.5^ il
4 C. r^dJ 0.954C C . ci <:' J 0. 32 7 7 C. 7 )^Z 0. 7 136 0.6154 0.6597 0.5891 0.6179
5 C. i *j6 C.99 7 7 0.S617 0.93i2 C.d^>02 0.8592 0.7538 0.8125 0.7597 0.ttl90
6 0.998J l.OOOC C.57J5 0. 94 9 3 C.9091 0.e£73 0.3308 0.8542 0.8450 0.8362
7 1.0000 1.0000 C.9S12 0.9797 C.9773 Q.S5^7 0.9231 0.9167 C.94 5 .' 0.9397
6 l.OOOC l.OCOO 0.9912 0. 9865 0.9848 0.9 57 7 0. i282 0.916/ 0.945? 0.9397
S 1 .OOuO l.OoOC C.^S^l 0.9966 C.9962 . S ( o 5 0.9744 C.9'>8J 0.9690 0.9569
10 1.00 J J I. 0000 1 .OU^J 1 .oOuo I .OuOO l.OCOO 0. 91147 l.OuOJ 0.9922 l.OOOC
11 l.OOOC l.OOCC l.OoOO i.CoOC l.OOOO l.OCOO 0. 9897 l.OOoO 0.9922 1 .0000
12 1. 00 J l.OOOO I .OJOO 1.0000 l.OCOO l.CCOO U.9397 l.OOOO 0.9';22 I .0000
13 i.ooo: l.OOCC l.OouO 1.0000 1.0000 l.OCOO 1.0000 I.OjOO 0.9922 l.OOOO
14 1.000 J l.OOLC l.OOOO l.OOOC 1.0000 l.OCOO 1.0000 1.0000 l.OOOO 1 .0000
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CV A''-.** HELICjPTEx
:;LBM/:t-riL SPEc-L FIAO i>.C K.ins
TWO AI^CRAPT - ol^ SUHf/CIIli
"AX DIP T IH'c J. Mil) LIST/ ICF cElwtifl JIPS 5 NM
CIST^iNt.. TiJ 0<ilLf (lAuriC/SL .lILtS)
10 <iO 3u 40 JJ to 70 JO SO lOU
P(DL7) i.UJJC i.uCCC C.Sit-tJ O.ailU O.o60u u.t-^iO Q.bilu O.oO'jJ 0.646J 0.6250
f(PIKG) O.lilC 0.4t7u 0.^320 U.ObbC 0.0^00 J.ClbO 0.030U G.o/jC 0.07^0 0.0770
P(Ot r ,1Y Tlilt T I UtT^ClIUN)
DISTANCE IG D/STLN" (NaUTICAI MILcS)
T(^'IN) iO 2C J>- 40 t>J to 70 UO 90 100
iC c.-j^v: c.occc C.OOOO 0. 0000 c.oooo 0. ocoo 0.0000 o.OoOO 0.0000 0.0000
20 l.OJJ ) 0.9S80 0.9 3^6 J. 340J C. OOOO O.CCuO O.OoOo 0.0000 O..)000 .0 COjC i.UJJJ C.9^d0 .-313 jO 0. bDdb c.^lb2 0. 1651 0.id49 O.OoOO u .OCjO o.uOoo
<»U i.OJ JJ i. L O C C.9JJ6 J. io i5 C.2ia!j J. i£5i o.^^n O.J J2 5 0.23j7 .2000
50 i.joo: l.OuOO 0.9olo 0. /4 7 2 C . 3 i JO u.2cc2 0.3830 0. 4463 . J 1 a '^ 0.353^
bO i. JJjC l.OLCC L . ; d 2 't 0. S24o C.oJJi 0. 7247 U.6694 O.oilL, 0.49t-'. 0.520j
70 i.uOJC 1 .OuOC v..^6c;4 0. 9^48 C.d4u9 0. ti£i d 0. Jo5 3 0.0 vO'y 0.62d5 .6 7d't
bC i.ujj: i.OuUO 0.9£j2't 0.924 J C.d4 J9 0. U£34 0.6 74 G.d909 o . o 7C C 0.7 i-y^
•JC i.ojo J I.oClC ddi^t u . 9^4fi C.U4u9 j.eHf O.o 74 O.390 3 0.3di35 0.903d
luO 1 .0 J3 D I .0000 C.93^4 0. 92 J7 C.b4u5 C.fct3t O.a 74 0.o9o9 0. afld5 o.9i)ua
lie i.oOv.: I .OOoc i„ . i U ^ 'f 0. 9^9 7 J . d 'J 00 o.des^i O.o75o O.d /09 o.bddS O.'^Oau
120 l.JO JJ l.ObJO . 9 S J J J. 942J O.o9^4 0. 92d5 u.d7i3 * . 9 1 2
1
0.92 3 0.9033
130 1 .jOo J 1 . OOuC 0.9iu9 O.9o79 0.9 3 94 O.^StiO 0. J j6 2 b.9i>37 C.9628 0. i 712
140 l.OvJjJ l.OLCC 0.9 99u 0.995i C.J0 79 0. 9 6J9 0.V9J5 0. ;»-. J 7 L).9o44 I ,0•JyJ^J
15G i.jjjj l.OCOC 1 . OuOu l.OJOu C.9^>39 C.c. £7o 1 .OOoO 1 . 0000 I .0000 1 .0000
loC l.UOJ
J
l.OuuO I .OJJO 1 .OuOO l.ouuO I. OCOO 1.0000 l.OuOO 1 . ocoo I. OOOO
DIP 4 lo
h(jl.t a CI F N I Oft Tl CI Ian
CIolA.jLr T.J 'J/sTOM (l/,UTlt>Sl MILES)
30 4 50 cC fO 30 90 100
i l.oOO C.99dC C.93 JO 0. :*5dtj C.2i:j2 0. 1651 O.Zili 0.2670 o.^lil .23^0
2 i .O Oo j C.993G 0.9 3 j6 0. 55du C.2 152 . 1 1 5 I 0.2j7j . 3 34 I 0. 3189 .3 5 34
3 i.oouJ C . 9 9 d . > J J 0. 53do C..:152 o. l£5i 0.2373 0. jC4 1 0.3189 . J 'J 3 4
4 1. u JJC C.990U 0.9 J3(. 0. 3635 . ,: 7 7 3 J. 2 it^ 0. j3jO 3 . Hoo U.4954 0.5200
5 1 .UJJ J 0.9,".O 0.9 3J1. o. 56J5 C.27/3 0. <:£c2 O.JdjO . 4o6 i 0.4954 0.52^2
6 i .uooC l.COoO L.9512 0. 7472 C.5ol3 . o iC 7 .oo9^ .6d76 0.V.285 . 6 7 d 4
7 i .Ou J J 1.0-oJ L.SOit. 0. j311 L.ijROi . 1 c'1-t 0.71U3 0.0909 0.6^b5 .6 7a-.
a l.OOJJ l.uOuO .9 3^-t 0. )24d C.<i-.09 . e 1 1
3
0. oo5d 0. 31 j2 0. 7183 0.7392
s i.OuGC I. 0^00 0. ^tiiL't 0. 9^40 C.d409 .j.de3-f 0.8 740 u.d )0 9 0.3305 0.9 Odd
10 l.OoJj l.OOuC L.9 t:^4 \J . 92 48 L. Ji 09 o . d L' -1
4
0.3 74 0. a /09 0.0885 0.9 Odd
11 1 . c
:
l.OoOO 0.9d^-» 0. J24d C.3t09 O.dtJ-t 0.8 7tO 0. ago-y O.o335 G.933d
12 i .ooc; 1. J^CC C.'jd^4 0. i-:.4d Co t09 U. d <3j4 0.3 7'* 0.890 J 0.3883 .iOiiO
13 l.OOO I. OuOO C.0d24 0. 9^48 L.3409 0. efcj4 0.3 7hO O.d909 0.o8j5 . 9 J o 8
14 l.uoO ^ 1 . uCoO C . 9 d <: •+ o
.
:i24d C.O409 iJ . t: £ 3 4 0.3 74 0.0'jOi 0. 3835 . 9 J 8 8
13 l.OOJJ 1
.
oooc c.sa^i 0. 9^97 C.daOO u. e£9o 0. d 756 . o 9 J 9 . .i 8 d 5 0.903a
16 i .OuOJ 1.0000 0.9b24 0. '^297 L. o'jOO O.££9o 0.873** 0.9124 O. 92bd 0.971^
17 1 . J c 1. JOCC L.';a^ t 0. 9297 C. ci j 30 0.8d9o O.U789 0. *i<LH b.)266 0.971^
1<3 1. 000 J l.OoCu L . 9 d <: 't 0. S'^^u CO V^4 0. 9316 0.9362 0.9537 0.9o'.4 1 .0030
1^ 1 . o J 1.0000 C.9a44 0. 9't20 C.d9j;t 0.9ilo 0. 9^02 C.9537 0. 9644 1 .G Juo
20 i.ooo: 1.0 JOO C.99j3 0. 9679 C. ij y4 0.9 59O 0.9>56 0.9537 u.96;)9 1 .0000
21 1.000 J l.OOOC C . J9jo 0. •<(j7 9 C. 9 (39 U.S (51 0. J905 0.9 93 3 I. 0000 I.OOjO
il2 l.OOOJ I . u 0.9 990 0. J951 w. >3 79 0.9£7u I .0)00 L .0000 l.OCOO 1.0900
23 1 . juO J l.uOCC C.9990 u. 9951 C.9379 3.':t 7c 1.0 JOO i .OOOu 1 . Oo JO 1 .GOOu
24 l.OOOJ l.OuGO i.OOuO 0. 99 dd C.9939 l.CCOO l.OOoO I.OjOO 1. OGOC 1 .OJuO
25 l.oOOC l.OCCC l.UOOu 1. 0000 1.0000 i.UCOO 1 .OOOo I. 0000 1.0000 1 .0 000
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TiLT-KlTliK (JVX-uSrt VAPU.IT)
jUflM,»i iliii TiPI-LfC FIX. -I) b.C KiIGTj
*AX OiP TiNt i 'll,; nSTAiiCt uhlwLLN DIPS 5 N'l
CliTAiJC.I- TU OATLf ll'.UTiCAl MiLtS)
10 JO JJ 40 t)J tJ 70 dj S)0 100
P(aET) l.JUJC l.JOCC l.OoOJ U.9clV0 O.'^JiiJ O.tjyj O./UO U.t>6uJ 0.6^00 0.6J70
P(PinG) 0.6OIO 0.01,60 CijiO 0.JJ50 O.lci/U U.tSOO U.u.icid O.OUO 0.0110 O.C^ibO
PiD'.T iiY TiMf T I ULT_Clibll}
T(MiH) 10 ^c JL 40 3J to fO dO 90 lO'J
IC 1. JJGJ 0.0 J oC O.uOuJ 0. uOOO C. uOuO u. L to J o.ojoo O.OOOJ O.ouOu O.OUoo
20 I .uuu
J
l.JJOO C.'.JjO u . <>t;oa O.d 746 0. 4 '/J4 O.OOoO 0. OJOJ 0. ococ . u
jC l.uUOJ 1. jolO C . 'J 3 u J. jaub C.i 746 0. 6-^10 0.J45J 0. 177j 0.1422 . 1 'i / a
40 i . J J J 1. J^oO I, . ^'1>^>\J 0. '/bu6 C . 6 7 -t <j 0. c4 U 0.37J1 0. I'iJ'i 0.1422 . 1 9 7 b
50 l.u JO J I.CJCJO .•^•i J J 0. 'la'^') t.'JtTO 0.7 7H^ 0.-.^83 0.227^ Q.2i7D 0.3171
6C i.oj:c 1. J^OC l.OOovJ 0. V'>/J C. J J j7 u.'i41 8 . J 6 U 0.6J94 .706^ .(j l^^
7C i .u JU l.O.MO l.oO(M) 0. 9'>^0 L.S!1J7 0. S410 J.iiUJG 0. b4S> 0.0 6 72 . d 7 V 1
3C 1. JJJvj 1.0000 l.>^uw(J . y'y 70 J.<7j-l7 . 9 1 i J . d tj J 6 tj. 343b O.bol^ . 6 d 7 J
'7 i.uOJ J 1 . J c 1 .oCl.0 0. 9'jJO v..'JJ^7 . S 4 i d . dd Ju 0.(W5i O.A072 .0 3/0
100 i.juj :) 1 . J J 1 .C Lil;0 0. ^)') 7u C.'JoJ7 . <; 4 4 ^ 0. J';4h 0. H J(j1 O.btl^. J.dd 7
lie L.ooOZ 1. J'JOC 1 .OCOu J. 'J -J 7u C. >oJ7 J . 'j 4-t *; 0.d^4J o.d59l o.u ?y 7 0.6917
1^0 l.uJOj I.OOOl 1 « u w 00 J. S>9 C.-r-iJi O.^StJ 0. J13d 0. 'JOUO O.'MOo . 9 :S 3
IJO 1 . JuOO 1. JjOO i.OCJo 0. i99u L. i-i'^l 0.^7/7 0.937V 0. '^J j3 . 9 5 7 d 0.9670
ItC L. U JO J 1. JJOC i
.
uOoO J. ^9-^0 Z.'jHijb O.-J'iu^ 0. ;<dtld 0. Jg:>7 0.9d'<4 0.9.^1^
15G l.UOJJ l.ObUO 1 .UOJO 0. J^SO c. -i0 7a i.CCOo O.^'iU O.Udld 0.')t,91 J.'ii^Z
IbC i.OJJJ 1. Jo jO l.COuO 1. uUOo L.'^V 7d i. JCou 1 .JJJLi i .O.JoO 1 .OOoO l.OoOO
170 i .00 ) J i . J J u C 1 OuUO 1. UJJO 1. JUoO l.CLOO 1 .OjOo 1 .uOoo 1 .oOJo I .OJOO
DIP « 10
PlJt"T fiY Ul P !i I f)L Tl C 11 L i)
CIST,iNC_ Tu DiTO^ liJ^UTICAL /-lILiS)
!0 JO 40 i>J tC fo 00 90 10
1 1 . J J 1 .00 00 L.-J900 0. J80o C.d /46 0. t 41
9
0.3450 0. 17/d 0.1422 0.19/0
2 1 .ooJC 1. JCoC .99iiO 0. 9doJ C. 'J 7t6 J.t^Lj O.d45 J.l /7d C. 1422 0.1973
J 1 .OOOJ 1. Ji^CO L . '3 9 T 0. 9300 L. J l-fO 0.£4i J . 3 -I-50 0. 1/73 0. 14^^ 0.1 9 /d
4 1.0003 1. oGC C . 9 9 ij J. 'idOd C.d74o . fc ^ :) 1 0. J7dl 0..i/73 0.2375 0.31 71
5 1 .0 J l.OuOC C.99t;0 0. 9ti.Jd C . a 74o o.£ 'idi 0.37J1 U.2273 0.^375 0.31 71
6 I .0 JOJ 1 . u u 0.99 >0 0. 93 5 a c. Jl 09 0. 7 ia^ 0.0^9 7 0. 5tJ9 0.5969 . 3 1
1
7 1 .oOO>J 1.0000 u.9'^ tj J . :»3'y J C.9JOJ o.3j27 0.7j:>1 J. o3 J4 0.7C62 0. 7378
3 i.oOOZ l.O^OC 1 .c Jo 0.99 70 0.9d-:7 0.9 41d 0.83Jo 0.d»5 3 0.36/2 .37 )i
9 l.uOO i 1 .0000 l.OOOJ 0. >9 70 C. 9 d 2 7 0. 9^; 0. dd^O 0. J4 3 3 0. ao72 0.3.9 7
10 1 .OUOO 1.0 )o:i 1 .COoO 0.99 70 0.9J^7 0. 9 41o O.o336 0.3495 0.30/2 .dd /O
11 1.000: 1. JJOO l.OCOO 0. -7970 >..9HJ7 0. 9413 0.0330 0.3-»5-j 0.6072 0.03/0
12 l.OJOJ 1.0 00 1 .uOou J. 9^ 7o L.-:«;i27 0. 9^1o 0.3 J do 0. d45r> 0.8672 0.33/0
13 i. .UOL J I.OoIjC i .OJOO J. '/^ 7o 0.90^7 0. 9^t8 O.dddo . d 4 3 9 0.3O72 .6a70
14 i.OJOC 1.0 JCC 1 .0 C -lO ^^.99 7u ...93^7 0.9';io 0. do 36 0. rtt55 O.tiCI^ 0.3 1/0
15 1.0 JOG 1. jjoq 1 . ly 0.99/0 0.^y3 27 0.9 442 o.a9-to 0. do91 0.6 79 7 o.a-in
16 l.OOJC 1 . uo C 1 . OI.OO 0.99 7
J
^. . i ii 7 0. 9 44^ o.a Jt8 0.85>i 0.3 79 7 0.39 i /
17 l.OOOJ 1 .0000 1.0000 J. ^9 70 C . 9 J ^ 7 O.S^t. 0. J-5i4a 0. 3991 0.3 7 j7 O.d'yl 7
18 I. JUOw 1 . OoL C 1 . J Ooo 0.-:*9 70 C. >o27 0.9S42 . J 1 3 a u,9oOJ 0.V422 O.S529
19 I.OJCJ I.olOC l.ooto U. 9 9 80 L.93jd 0.9^'.^ 0.9153 O.'yOoO o.94iL2 .9 52»
20 l.OOOJ l.OuOC 1 .0000 0. >9-ii0 C. i tOi . S 7 7 7 0.9o 79 0.9did 0.9573 0.^70^
21 1.000c 1. OOLiC 1 . 00 00 0. J^^J C.99ji u . 9 / / 7 0.9579 O.^3o4 O.S04i 0.9J12
22 i.JoOJ 1. J^OC i .i,GuO 0. J990 I.. ^9o8 0.9 '.0 3 . Jood 0. 90^7 0.9344 0.9922
2i 1.00 JJ 1 . OOUC 1 .COOO 0. V9 90 C.9 Jod 0.9SO3 0.9Jb3 0.909/ U. '^644 0.9922
24 i. OOJC l.O^OC 1.0 Coo 0. ^990 C.V9 73 0.9Sda 0.99/2 0.9a Id 0.9 >06 1 .OUOO
25 I.OOJJ l.JOOC 1 .00 Ju 0. 9990 C. >S. 73 I.CCOo 1 .0000 i.OuOO 1.0000 1 .OjJO
2fc l.ooJC 1 • >j u 1 .OOuo 0. /9 JO C.9J73 l.OCOO 1 .oJJo l.OJOO 1.0000 i.OoOO
27 l.OOOJ 1.0 JoC i.OcOo 0. 9990 C.V9 73 i.CCOo 1.0 )0 J 1 .OoOO l.OOoO 1 .OuOO
28 i.ooo: 1.0000 i .oOoO 1.0000 l.oOOO l.OCoO L.OjJO l.oooo 1. OCOG l.OOOJ
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CV fSH HfLICOPTHR
SUBf-APINF ?PFF.n FIXTD 10, C KNOTS
Cf'F MRCRl^FT - nrjr SUBf«RlME
^t\X OIF TTfE 2 MIM CISTAflCF BTTWr-N DIPS 3 MM
Cl'^lfiHC'-- TO D»TUf (fnuTICAL MTLCS)
10 2C 30 40 50 to 70 80 90 100
PinfT) 0.7140 0.474C C.3340 0.2100 0.1290 0.C320 O.JOOO 0.1000 0.0000 0.0000
P(PING) 0.073C O.CCCC C.OOOO O.OJOO O.QJOO O.COOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
FCCFT BY TIMF T | DFT^CIIONJ
CIST«MrF TO D/TLN (n\UTTr/il MIL'^S)
T(MIN) 10 20 30 40 50 tO 70 flO 90 100
10 0.44t>3 C.OuOC G.OOOO 0.0000 C.OOOO O.CCOO 0.0000 0.0000 O.OCOC 0.0000
2C 0.853'; C.4093 C.OOOO 0.0000 C.OOOO O.OCOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
30 C.9972 0.9705 0.82o3 0.';476 C.31/8 O.CCOO O.OOUO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
4C l.OOJC l.OOOC l.OOGO 1.0000 1.0000 l.OCOO 0.0000 O.UOOO O.OCOO 0.0000
P(UcT QY 01 F M I OFTFCTTDN)
n.STAMfF TO naTUN CIAIJTICAL MILES)
niP * 10 20 30 40 50 6C 70 80 90 100
1 0.6443 C.OOCC C.OOOO O.JOOO C.OOOO O.OCOO 0.0000 0.0000 O.OCOO 0.0000
2 0.7913 0.4C93 C.47cO 0.5286 C.3W8 O.CCOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
3 0.659J 0.5.Sd6 C.9U4 0.>476 1.0000 l.OCOO 0.0000 0.0003 O.OCOC 0.0000
4 C.92U C.7764 C.82t3 0.9476 I.OOJO l.CCOO O.OOOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
5 0.99n I.OOUC 1.0000 I. 0000 1.0000 l.CCOO 0.0300 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
t C.9972 l.OOOC 1.0000 1. )000 I.OOJO l.OCOO 0.0000 O.OOOO O.OCOO 0.0000
7 1.00J3 l.OOOC l.OOGO 1.3000 1.0000 l.OCOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
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TILT-POTOR (JVX-*SH VAPIANTI
SUBHAIilMt: SPEFC FIxrQ 10. C K.JOTS
CNF Mi^CRAFT - ONF SUB^'/RIMF
><AX DIP T1^'F 2 MIN CISTAMCF BtlWFEN DIPS 5 NM
riSTANfF TO DAlLf (UAUTITAL MILFS)
10 20 30 40 5J £0 70 80 90 100
P(OET) 0.3730 0.5370 C.3390 0.3950 0.3700 0.3320 0.3120 0.2780 0.2490 0.2040
PIPING) 0.19J0 0.0390 O.OOOJ O.OOOC 0.0000 C.COOO O.JOOU 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
F(n: T BY TIM? T | DETFCTIUN)
CISTANCF TO RflTUM (NAUTICAL MILnS*
T(MIN) 10 2C 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
10 C.9141 C.UOUC 0.0000 0.0000 C.OOOO O.OCOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
20 0.')14l 0.4J58 0.0059 0.0025 C.OOUO O.OCOO 0.0000 0.0000 O.OCOC 0.0000
3C C.940^ C.59C3 C.2950 0.1139 0.1919 0.2S52 0.3814 0.3633 O.OCOO 0.0000
40 0.9576 0.7188 0.4956 0.5392 C.6243 0.5542 O.o213 0.6223 0.6867 0.7647
50 0.9725 0.3082 0.64o0 0.7038 0.7568 0.7A10 0.3814 C. 3705 0.9157 0.9069
6C C.9759 C.8715 C.6460 0.7038 C. 7649 O.TiZ^ 0.3314 0.3705 0.9157 0.9314
70 0.9931 0.9516 C.ai42 O.P253 C.8838 0.<;247 0.9583 0.3705 0.9157 0.9314
8C l.UOOC 1.0000 I.OOOO 0.9399 C.9135 0.9247 0.9712 1.0000 l.OQJO l.OOOO
90 I.OOJ: l.OOCC l.OCUO 1.0000 l.OOJO l.OCOj 1.0300 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
P(DET BY ni F N | DbTfClICJM)
CISTANCF Tf) O^TUf (NAUTir/»L MIL-^S)
DIP H 10 20 30 40 50 6C 70 80 90 100
1 0.9141 C.4246 C.OOOO 0.0000 C.OOOO O.OCOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2 0.9141 0.4358 0.0177 0.1139 0.1919 0.2S52 0.3814 0.3777 0.3695 0.4113
3 C.9141 C.435e 0.0177 0.1139 C.1919 0.2<;52 0.4712 0.5683 0.6867 0.7745
4 0.9381 0.59C3 0.3033 0.J620 0.4378 0.5542 O.o213 0.6475 0.6908 0.7745
5 C.9433 0.6778 0.4484 0.5392 C.6297 0.7410 0.3314 0.8705 0.9157 0.9314
6 0.9576 0.7188 0.5C15 0.5494 C.6297 0.7110 0.3814 0.8705 0.9157 0.9314
7 0.9725 0.8082 0.6460 0.7038 C.7649 0.7^22 0.8314 0.37O5 0.9157 0.9314
8 0.9725 C.8C82 C.6460 0.7038 C.7649 0.7?22 0.8814 0.8705 0.9157 0.9314
9 0.9725 C.8C82 C.6463 0.7038 C.7649 0.7«22 0.3314 0.3705 0.9157 0.9314
10 C.975} 0.3752 C.7670 0.3228 0.8338 0.9247 0.9712 I.OOOO l.OOOC 1.0000
11 C.9851 C.a976 C.8142 0.c253 C.a838 0.9247 0.9712 I.OOOO 1.0000 1.0000
12 0.9931 0.9590 0.9174 0.9013 C.9135 0.9247 0.'W12 1.0000 1.0000 l.OCOO
13 l.OOOC l.OOOC 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 l.OCOO 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 I.OOOO
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CV ASW HtllCQPTER
$UBf'liRlH'= 5P'=EC FIXCD 15. C KNOTS
TWC AIRCRAFT - OMS SUBM/PINE
^AX DIP TINE 2 MIN OTSTAMCF BETWEEN DIPS 4 NM
Ci:.T;iNr.P TQ DATLN (NM)TICAl MILES)
10 2C 3C 40 50 (0 70 80 90 100
P(DET) 0.535C 0.4060 0.306J 0.1490 0.1340 0.C750 0.0190 0.0000 O.OOOC 0.0000
P(PING) O.IOIC 0.1C50 0.0320 O.OOIC 0.0000 O.COOO O.OCOO 0.0000 O.OOOC 0.0000
P(n, T BY TIM.- T I DETrClIGNJ
CI£T/«Nrq TO DATUV (MAUTIfAl MIL!=S)
UHIN) 10 20 3J 40 50 tO 70 80 90 100
10 0.315S C.OCCC C.OOOO 0.0000 C.OOJO O.OCOO 0.0000 0.0000 O.OCOO 0.0000
20 0.8056 0.7217 0.2974 0.0067 C.OOOO O.CCOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 O.OCOO
3C C.994I C.9926 C.924a 0.8926 C.50uO O.OCOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
40 1.00): l.OOCC l.OOGO i.COOO l.OuOO l.CCOO 0.3947 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
50 1.000] l.OOCC l.GOOO 1.0000 1.0000 l.CCOo 1.0000 0.0000 O.OCCC 0.0000
P(nCT BY niP N I DFT-CTTON)
Cy^TANCP TO n«TLN IflAUTKAl MILES)
DIP « 10 2u 30 40 50 6C 70 80 90 100
1 C.3539 0.4015 C.2974 0.0067 C.OOOO O.OCOO 0.0000 0.0000 O.OCOO 0.0000
2 0.6336 0.7217 C.6667 0.5570 C.5000 G.2?33 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
3 0.828J 0.9187 C.9248 1.0000 1.0000 l.OCOO l.OOCO 0.0000 O.OCCC 0.0000
4 C.8673 C.9926 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 l.OCOO l.OCOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
5 l.UOOO l.OOOC l.OCOO 1.0000 I. 0000 l.CCOO 1.0000 0.0000 O.OCOO 0.0000
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TILT-POTOR (JVX-ASW VAPIAMT)
SlJB^'AKIflr SPEFC FIXFO 15. C K'JOTS
TUC AIPCP4FT - CN" SU^I^^PINE
VAX DIP Tlf^- 2 '1IM CIST^NCF BFlWrCN DIPS 4 NM
10
CISTA^CE TO DATUM (NAUTICAL MILES)
2C 30 40 50 to 70 00 90 100
P(OFT) 0.55]0 C.4750 C.4110 0.3590 C.2730 0.1510 0.1680 0.1390 0.0970 0.0410
P(PING) 0.081C O.UCC 0.0990 0.0540 0.0150 O.COOO 0.0000 0.0000 C.OCOC C.OOOO
T(MIN) 10
P<DLT BY TIMF T | OeTCClIONJ
CI?TANC£ TO TATLN (flAUTICAl MILfS)
20 30 40 50 to 70 80 90 100
10 0.360: C.OOCC C.CCOO 0.0000 C.OOOO O.CCOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2C C.727J C.8C34 0.7032 0.6267 C.i832 0.0C66 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
3C l.OOOJ C.995e C.97J8 0. '^972 C.96.i4 0.9536 0.5774 0.5468 O.OCOO O.OOOJ
40 1.000} l.OJCO 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 l.CCOO 1.0100 1.0000 1.0000 I. 0000
DIP H 10
P(nFT ay nip n I oet-ciion)
CI^lANCF TO 04TUf (NAUTICAL MILFS)
20 30 40 50 oC 70 80 90 100
1 0.3603 0.378? 0.3723 0.3677 0.1832 0.0C66 O.UOOO 0.0000 O.OCCC 0.0000
2 C.5855 C.656e C.7032 0.6769 C.6447 0.5820 0.5774 0.5468 0.3299 0.0244
3 0.7273 0.8674 0.S294 0.8997 C. 96 H 0.?«34 1.0000 1.0000 I. 0000 1.0000
4 C.7891 0.89e<; C.9708 1.0000 l.OJOO l.OCOO l.OOoO 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
5 l.OOO: l.OOOC l.COCO l.OOOO 1.0000 l.CCOO 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
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CV ASW HELICOPTER
SUEf'^PIMt jPEEC FIXCD 20. C K.JOTS
IWC AIRCRAFT - CJG SUQh/KriR
fA> DIP TI^u 2 MIN CISTi:;CE BcIWilN OIPS 5 N'l
10
CISTANCE TO DtJlh (NAUTICAL MIL^S)
2C 30 <»Q 50 ^0 70 dO 90 100
P(DcT) O.JJdC 0.2eCC C.1C40 O-ll-iC 0.G580 C.CC^O O.JCOO O.OOUO O.OOGC 0.0000
PIPING) Q.086C 0.C81C C.0C20 C.UCOC C.OJOO C.COJO J.dCOO O.OOOC C.OOCC C.OOOO
TCKIM 10
F(DtT BY TIME T | DETFCIICM)
CliTANCP TO DATL^ (NAUTICAL MIL65)
2C 30 ^0 5J £0 70 00 SC 100
IC 0.3dl] C.OOCC C.OOOO 0.0000 c.uooo o.ccoo u.oooo o.oooo o.cccc o.oooc
2C C.aSTf C.7S6« C.C577 C.OOOO C.OOJO O.OCOJ 0.0000 0.0000 o.oocc o.oojo
JC l.OOCC I.OCCC l.CCCO 0.7456 C.2414 O.CCOO 0.0000 O.OOdO O.OCOO U.OOOO
4C l.OOOC l.OOOC l.COOO 1.0000 i.OOJO i.OCOa O.OOCO C.OCOO C.OCCC C.OOOO
DIP » 10
P(CiT BY CIF N I nETICHON)
DISTANCE Tfl OATL^' (fJAUTICAl f-ILFS)
20 3C 40 50 tC 70 ao 90 100
1 0.4231 0.4766 C.C577 C.COOU C.OOOO U.CCOO O.J^JOO 0.0000 O.OCOO U.OOQC
2 0.73Ct C.aC3f C.7212 0.4737 C.2414 O.CCOO 0.0000 0.0000 O.OCOO 0.0000
3 C.9435 C.J964 l.^OoJ I. 0000 1.0000 l.CCOO O.OOCO O.CCOO C.OCCC C.OCOO
4 l.OOOC l.OOCC 1.0000 l.OOCO 1.0000 i.CCOO 0.0000 O.OOUO O.OCuC 0.0000
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TILT-ROTOR (JVX-ASW VAPIANT)
SUEN/JRINE SPEEC FIXED 20. C KNOTS
CN£ AIRCRAFT - ONE SUBM^RINc
MAX DIP TI^E 2 MIN DISTANCE BETWEEN DIPS 5 NM
10
CISTANCE TO DATL^ (MAUTICAl MILES)
20 30 40 50 to 70 30 90 100
P<OET) 0.17JC 0.16SO 0.1360 0.029C O.JOOO C.COOO O.JCOO O.JOOO O.OOOC 0.0000
P(PING) O.OOOC O.OOOC C.OOOO U.OOOC O.UOOO O.CCOO O.OCOO 0.0000 O.OOOC 0.0000
T ( M IN » 10
PCDi^T BY TIMf T I OETFCIIONI
CISTANCt TO OATU^' (MAUTICAL MILES!
20 3C 40 50 to 70 30 90 100
10 C.OOOC C.OOCC C.COUO 0.0000 C.QOUO O.OCOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
20 0.9774 0.5858 0.5882 0.1034 C.OOOO O.CCOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
JC l.OOOC l.OOOC 1.0000 1.0000 C.OGJO O.OCaO 0.0000 0.0000 O.OOOC 0.0000
DIP » 10
P{DET BY OIF N I OtT'^ClION)
riSTANoE TO OATUC (N'.UTICAL MILES)
20 3C 40 50 6C 70 80 90 100
1 C.OOCC C.OCOC C.OOOO O.OOOO C.OOoO O.CCOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2 0.5876 0.5858 0.5832 0.3103 C.OOOO O.OCOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
3 l.OOOC l.OOOC l.OCOO 1.0000 C.OOOO O.OCOO 0.0000 0.0000 O.OOOC 0.0000
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